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Vet  
Vouchers
 
( al Vets 
most :sign 
their at-
tendance 
vouchers
 for 
Decem-
ber 
not  later 
than
 Dec. 4 If 
they 
tk fah 
their  
.11111156,1111Ve
 checks 
before 
the 
Christmas  
holiday's,  
according to a 
representative 
of 
the cashier's
 office. 
The vouch-
er% are 
mailable in 
ADM263.  
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Visiting
 
Profs
 
To
 
Speak
 
At SJS 
Today,
 
Tomorrow
 
Author,
 Prof 
Flores' Topic 
Start
 
Coffee 
Campus
 
Guest  
"Land Reform
 In Latin 
Amerj 
mundo 
Flores, professor
 
or.f
 agri-
Ica" 
will be discussed
 by D Ed-
Chats
 
Today
 
cultural economics at the
 
National
 
University
 of Mexico,
 this 
morn-
ing 
at 1030 
in Concert
 Hall, 
Dr. 
Flores'  
speech
 is 
sponsored
 
by 
the  College 
Lecture 
Committee,
 
the Pan 
American 
Committee 
and 
the 
ASS. 
"The 
Alliance 
for 
Progress"  
program,  its 
slow 
progress
 and its
 
"concrete
 achievements"
 will 
re-
ceive Dr. 
Flores' attention 
in the 
talk. 
According 
to Dr. 
Flores,  
"'The 
Alliance
 for 
Progress'
 requires
 the 
enactment 
and 
implementation
 of 
progressive
 fiscal 
reforms and
 of 
agrarian 
reforms  before 
the
 United 
States 
loans  funds to 
the Latin 
American  
countries."  
"Since  the 
birth  of the 
Alliance,  
all the 
countries  of 
Latin  America 
have 
passed reform
 legislation,
 but 
the 
concrete  
achievements
 other-
wise seem to 
be minimal. 
The 
causes 
and results of 
the  reticence 
of the 
Latin  American
 govern-
ments will be 
elaborated upon,"
 
said 
Dr. Flores. 
Holder of 
M.S. and Ph.D.
 de-
grees  from the 
University 
of
 Wis-
consin, 
Dr. Flores
 is 
currently  
visiting 
professor  at 
Stanford  Uni-
versity. 
He
 has 
held
 similar
 posts 
at 
Princeton  
University  
and  the 
University
 'of 
Texas. 
Dr. 
Flores'
 
appearance
 at 
SJS  is 
the 
annual 
"Latin 
American
 af-
fairs 
lecture" 
which has
 been a 
long-time
 tradition
 at 
SJS.
 
'Land  
Reform
 
ASB
 
Solons
 
Cal 
Students
 
Disciplined 
BERKELEY  
(UPIIFour
 lead-
ers of the 
October 
demonstrations
 
at 
the 
University  
of 
California  
campus
 faced 
disciplinary
 
action 
yesterday.
 
Chancellor
 
Edward  
W.
 Strong 
Monday  
listed 
charges 
against
 
Mario  
Savio,
 Art 
Goldberg,  
Jackie  
Goldberg  
and Brian 
Turner. 
The 
four 
students
 were 
ordered 
to face
 the 
Faculty  
Committee
 
on
 
Student 
Conduct
 at a 
later 
date.  
The  
committee
 has 
the 
right  
to
 
cross  
examine  
witnesses
 and 
can 
expel
 students
 if it 
chooses.
 
The 
disciplinary
 
action 
was 
au-
thorized  
by 
the  
regents  
earlier
 
this 
month  
simultaneous
 with 
the , 
announcement
 
that 
campus
 
rules  
governing  
solicitation
 
of funds
 and 
members
 for
 off 
campus
 
political
 
organizations
 would
 be 
liberalized.
 
The 
four  
students
 were
 
promi-
nent  
in the
 
Oct.
 1, 
2 
demonstra-
tions 
during
 
which  
students
 sur-
rounded
 a 
police  
car and
 kept
 it 
trapped
 
for  
nearly
 two 
days.  
The 
rebel
 
students
 
held 
another
 
meeting  
Monday
 
attended
 
by 500
 
students.
 
A 
spokesman
 
hinted  
that 
severe  
action
 
against  
the 
four  
stu-
dents
 
could  
trigger
 
new 
demon-
strations.
 
Steve
 
Weissman,
 
another
 
leader
 
of 
the 
students
 
said,  
"They  
are
 
trying
 
to 
pick
 off
 our
 
leaders
 
one 
by one."
 
ASB  
Commission
 
Holds
 
Interviews
 
Interviews
 for 
the 
human 
Re-
lations
 
Commission
 
will
 be 
held 
2-5
 p.m.
 
tomorrow
 in 
the 
College
 
Union.
 
Application
 
sign-up
 
is 2-3 
p.m. 
today  
and  
until  1 
p.m. 
tomorrow
 
in 
the 
College  
Union.
 
The  
three
 
members
 
to
 be 
select-
ed need 
have 
no prior
 
government
 
experience.
 
The 
commission  
will 
undertake  
problems
 
involving  
communica-
tion 
and  
interpersonal
 
relation-
ships
 
which
 affect the 
welfare
 
of 
the  
student
 
body.  
Coffee 
pots
 are 
perking
 smooth-
ly 
in the 
College 
Union 
but  Stu-
dent 
Council  is 
nervously 
awaiting 
student  
reaction  to 
Its  first 
chatty
 
confrontation
 
with  
Spartans.
 
The ASB's
 long
-planned
 coffee
 
get-togethers
 
with  
repreRentatives  
and 
students 
will have 
its test run
 
in
 Council
 chambers
 this 
after-
noon, 
2-3 p.m. 
Publicity
 men 
in
 the 
Union  have 
dubbed  the 
weekly  
caffeine -tests 
as the 
"triple  K- 
Kouncil  
Koffee  
Klatch." 
All 18 
representatives
 and five 
executive
 officers 
plan to sip 
cof-
fee with 
students and 
chit-chat 
about 
anything  
cof fee -k 
la
 t chers 
may have 
on
 their minds. 
KNOW LEADERS
 
One of the big
 problems still 
to 
be solved is 
that of 
recognition  of 
the 
ASB leaders, 
who prefer 
to 
talk with 
students, rather 
than 
one 
another.  
One thing
 is certain, 
however. 
Student
 officials 
won't  be wearing 
official 
blazers
 to identify 
them-
selves.
 
The proposal to 
wear blazers 
to 
accomplish  the 
ASB  aim of 
"improving 
communication  with 
students"
 preceded 
the klatch 
idea. 
Student  outrage 
at
 the blazer 
legislation,
 originally 
proposed
 by 
Robin Phillips,
 senior representa-
tive,
 reached such a 
point  that Bob 
Pisan°, 
ASB  president, 
vetoed  the 
resolution. 
NO BLAZERS; 
Council bowed 
to
 student opin-
ion and did 
not attempt to 
over-
come
 Pisano's strongly
 worded 
veto 
message.  
Instead,
 Council decided to 
ful-
fill its 
communications  aim 
through
 
the coffee
-and -talk idea, 
less costly 
than  buying blazers. 
Five 
hundred  dollars originally
 
was allotted for the blazers.
 Esti-
mated  cost cif the 
klatches
 is $50-
75 a year. 
Most representatives 
hope stu-
dents
 swarm into the Union in 
such numbers that future 
klatches 
will have to be held in larger quar-
ters, such as the Cafeteria or 
Con-
cert Hall. 
"New  
Patterns
 in the 
Commu-
nist 
Countries
 of 
Eastern  
Europe"
 
will be 
outlined  
by
 Dr. 
Alexander  
Szalai, 
professor 
of 
sociology
 at 
the 
University  
of Veszpren.
 Hun-
gary,
 
in Concert 
Hall 
tomorrow  
afternoon at 
1:30. 
Dr. Szalai 
will  discuss 
the
 eco-
nomics
 of 
certain  
Communist  
countries 
of Eastern 
Europe  and 
will 
comment  on 
such
 topics as 
rel-
ative  
economic
 efficiency,
 central-
ization
 vs. 
decentralization,
 con-
cepts  of 
the 
socialist
 
"business
 
firm,"
 
"socio-economic 
status"  and 
new 
trends in 
economic  
planning.
 
TO DISCUSS
 FUTURE 
He 
will 
consider  
developments  
among 
the younger 
generation 
as 
well as 
possible  
future
 economic,
 
social
 and 
political
 directions
 of 
the 
states  
involved.
 
Author 
of seven 
books 
published  
in 
Hungarian 
since 
1946,  Dr. 
Szalai
 was made 
chairman 
of
 the 
sociology 
department 
at the 
Uni-
versity 
of 
Budapest
 in 
1946 and 
founded  the 
Institute 
of Social
 Re-
search,
 the 
first  of 
its
 kind in 
Hungary.  
In the
 winter 
of 1948-49,
 as the
 
Communist  
dictatorship  
in Hun-
gary 
assumed  
increasing  
control 
of
 
political, 
economic  
and  
intellectual
 
life, Dr. 
Szalal was
 condemned
 to 
life 
imprisonment
 
because
 he "rep-
resented  
hostile  
ideologies."  
PROFESSORSHIP
 
REINSTATED  
Dr. Szalai
 was 
released
 from 
prison
 in 1956 
following 
a general 
change in 
world-wide
 
Communist
 
policy. 
He
 was 
reinstated  in 
his 
professorship
 and 
in his 
member-
ship in the
 Academy
 of 
Sciences.
 
lie was
 again 
deprived  of 
his 
professorship  
after the 
1956 Hun-
garian
 revolt 
and  was 
forbidden  to 
publish 
anything 
for two 
years.  
Since  1960, 
however, 
the  govern-
ment 
found it 
needed  his 
talents  
as a 
social
 scientist and
 has her-
niated 
him to 
engage
 in free 
re-
search.
 
This year Dr. 
Szalai  spent some 
time 
as
 a visiting professor
 at the 
Massachusetts
 Institute of Tech-
nology  
(MIT).
 He 
will remain in 
the 
United States
 for a few 
weeks  
this 
month as 
a "distinguished
 
guest" of 
the Ford 
Foundation 
under its 
Hungarian  program. 
Reorganization
 
Proposed  
Co-Rec 
"Cold
-Rise"  is tonight's 
('o
-
theme, 7:30-9:45 
in the 
Women's Gym 
and l'ER Build-
ing. Along V11,11 the 
usual  Co-
ney WM Met, ilak.inging 
of Roger Black ;till be featured. 
Admission 
is
 free but Molted to 
ASK cardholders. P II b I iv it y 
chairman Julie Alain° urges all 
students to c   and enjoy the 
activities. 
No.
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New 
US
 
'School'
 
Plan
 
Bared 
By 
SUE WADE 
Suggested 
plans  fur academic 
reorganization 
of present SJS 
di-
visions and
 areas into 
schools were 
discussed  by 
faculty
 and staff 
at 
the second
 meeting of 
the Policy 
Committee on 
Faculty  and Staff 
Affairs 
recently.  The 
first
 step 
proposed a 
plan for the 
reorgani-
zation  of 
administrative  
positions  
at 
SJS.  
Five plans 
were
 proposed by 
committees
 of the Academic
 Coun-
cil and
 one plan 
was  proposed 
by
 
Dr. Robert 
Moore,  dean of 
the  
Division of Sciences and 
Applied
 
Arts.  
The 
various plans would 
include  
from six to nine 
schools, In all 
cases, 
the Business, 
Education,  
Engineering and 
Graduate Divi-
sions would 
not be altered except 
for the name, which
 would be 
changed from 
division to 
school.
 
PURPOSE
 
The purpose 
of the reorganiza-
tion is to 
gain  academic 
excellence  
through the alignment
 of various 
departments 
and their 
programs.
 
Dr. 
Wahlquist
 
Returns
 to Classes 
In Spring Semester
 
Dr.  John T. Wahiquist, 
SJS
 
president
 emeritus and professor 
of education, has returned
 to San 
Jose from Hawaii, where
 he spent 
six weeks as a 
consultant  for the 
Church College of Hawaii. 
Currently 
on
 leave, Dr. 
Wahl-
quist will return to the
 campus 
in February 
to teach two classes
 
in education. He 
is also a con-
sultant to Chancellor Glenn
 S. 
Dumke of the
 California State 
Colleges. 
He was SJS
 president for 12 
years and retired when he became 
65, on Sept. 10. 
Accompanied by his wife, Dr. 
Wahiquist was invited 
to Hawaii 
by Dr. Owen J. Cook, acting pres-
ident of 
Church  College, a four-
year liberal 
arts college, located 
at Laicoa, sponsored 
by the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints. 
Dr. Wahlquist studied opera-
tional phases at the college, in-
cluding
 admission procedures, stu-
dent classification and teaching 
loads. 
Half of 1,000 students at the 
college are Polynesians
 from Ta-
hiti, New Zealand and 
Fiji.  
An ad hoc committee recom-
mended a plan which would cre-
ate nine schools. This plan, how-
ever, received
 criticism from 
members of the faculty and staff. 
Dr. Dwight Bentel, head of the 
Department of 
Journalism  and 
Advertising, 
expressed preference 
for this 
department  to remain in 
the 
applied
 fields rather than to 
be changed to the 
social  sciences. 
Dr. Lester 
Lange, head of the 
Mathematics Department,
 said he 
wished 
his department to be asso-
ciated with humanities
 rather than 
sciences,
 since science 
is too lim-
ited.  
CRITICISM  
Other  criticism 
came
 from a 
speaker for the 
Humanities  De-
partment, who opposed the pro-
posed formation
 of the three 
schools,  the School 
of Letters, 
Fine  Arts and 
Social  Sciences, 
be-
cause  the departments which are 
now closely 
related
 would be 
split  
between  two or more 
schools.  
There was 
comment
 against the 
formation  of a school 
which  would 
include so many 
departments  that  
Pilot,
 by Stove Ste, 
DAN BARKLIND (I.), winner of the overall "turkey
 trot" spon-
sored
 by Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity, receives a victory 
kiss from 1964 Homecoming Queen
 Mary Blomguist Nov. 24. 
Barklind,  a freshman, won the 
race
 by finishing in 17 minutes 
flat.  
Council 
Breaks 
Tradition
SJS Students
 Attend 
Meet
 
By SCOTT MOORE 
Student Council last week 
made  
an historic move toward elevating 
SJS' national 
image  by sending 
two 
delegates to ASH convention 
at the University of Oklahoma. 
Active 
participation  in the 
American Student Government As-
sociation, ASGA, represents SJS' 
first association with a national 
group. 
Delegates to the Thanksgiving 
weekend convention, Miss Kath-
erine (J.J.) Fraser, junior repre-
sentative. and Bill Clark, sopho-
reeks To 
Sponsor 
Talent 
Show
 
SWEEPSTAKES
 WINNER Chi Omega cap-
tured 
Sweepstakes  and First Place
 Sorority Di-
vision 
awards
 for a portrayal
 of 
"Contemporary  
Nursery  
Rhymes" in last year's
 All -Greek 
Show.
 
Here "Jack and Jill" hope to 
dance  their 
way to 
SJS.  
Greeks
 will 
provide  
such 
entertain. 
 Photo 
by
 Anne Lou Dyson 
ment again this year in the 13th Annual Greek 
Show
 at the Civic Auditorium Saturday night. 
Sponsored by Theta Chi fraternity, Greek 
Show
 
will include four fraternity and four sorority 
division acts. Shirley and Lee, a 
rock  and roll 
group, will also be presented. 
SJS  Greeks will display their 
talents in the 13th annual 
All -
Greek Show Saturday, 7:30 p.m. in 
San Jose Civic Auditorium. The
 
show 
is open to the public. 
Organized and financed by 
Theta 
Chi fraternity, Greek Show will in-
clude acts by Kappa Alpha Theta, 
Delta Zeta, 
Delta  Gamma and Chi 
Omega.  
Fraternity 
entrants  Include Al-
pha Tau Omega, Pi Kappa Alpha, 
Phi 
Sigma Kappa and Sigma Alpha 
Mu. 
Additional 
entertainment  will be 
provided  by Shirley and Lee, a 
rock and roll group, and the Theta 
Chi Red 
Horde band. 
Ross  Mc-
Gowan, KSJO disc jockey and 
Theta Chi member, will preside as 
master of 
ceremonies.  
Judging
 fraternity and sorority 
entrants will be Thomas Eagan.
 
professor of music; Howard 
Miller.
 
assistant
 professor of speech; and 
Richard Elliott, assistant 
professor 
of 
drama.
 
Tickets are 
on sale, 50 cents 
each, in the Student 
Affairs
 Busi-
ness 
Office 
(B1) through Friday, 
according
 to Randy Barrick, Greek 
Show 
chairman.  
Proceeds from 
the event will be 
donated to 
the Santa Clara 
Crippled
 Children's
 Society,
 Bar-
nett stated, 
one man would find it difficult to 
supervise the faculty. 
Dean Muore's plan grouped the 
departments into schools which 
-would result  in a more balanced 
community of academic groups in 
terms of numbers of faculty and 
in terms of function and purpose," 
Dean Moore 
said. 
'APPROPRIATE SCHOOL'
 
The departments broadly cate-
gorizey as being 
social
 or be-
havioral sciences would be grouped 
in what Dean Moore
 terms "the 
appropriate school." The 
School of 
Natural Sciences 
would allow the 
various
 departments of 
science to 
be in an 
administrative
 and aca-
demic grouping "appropriate 
to 
their destiny 
of being one of the 
strongest collegiate 
schools of sci-
ence in the 
West."  
Dean Moore 
also  believes 
that  
a more 
balanced  academic
 organi-
zation
 would tend
 to encourage
 
the presently
 needed 
development  
of 
more interdisciplinary
 courses 
and programs.
 His plan,
 he be-
lieves, 
would increase
 flexibility 
for  internal 
adjustment 
of depart-
ments 
within 
schools.  
'IDEAL
 PLAN' 
"The
 only 
plan  that 
should be 
devised  
should
 be an 
ideal 
plan,"
 
Dr. 
Albert 
Porter,  associate
 pro-
fessor  of 
management,  
said.  "Any 
plan
 that is not 
ideal  is not prac-
tical." 
Dr. 
Porter 
also  
expressed
 the 
belief
 that 
reorganizers
 should 
keep
 in mind
 the 
revolution  
of 
technology  
and 
organization
 of 
knowledge.
 
The 
final 
plan
 may 
differ 
from  
those  
discussed  
at the 
meeting.
 
The 
committee  
makes 
recommen-
dations 
to the 
Academic
 
Council,
 
but the 
plan  may 
be approved
 or 
altered 
by the 
Chancellor's
 office. 
Ai 
fold 
True,  
professor
 a 
me-
teorology  
and 
chairman  
of the 
committee,  
said  that 
he hoped 
the 
plan 
could  be 
completed
 by 
the  
end  of the 
year.  
more 
representative,
 will 
present
 S 
chool
 
Officials
 
a preliminary
 report to 
Council 
this afternoon.
 
Bob 
Pisan  o, ASB 
president, 
named the 
delegates last 
Tuesday 
night
 following 
Council's 
regular
 
meeting. 
Council had 
approved the
 recom-
mendation 
of Financial 
Advisory 
Board
 
(FAR) 
that
 two delegates
 
go to 
Oklahoma  at a 
cost of $550 
for 
the  three-day meeting. 
Joining ASGA 
represents 
a 
sweeping 
departure  from SJS' 
pre-
vious stands on 
national organiza-
tions. 
For  17 years, the 
college  has re-
fused to join the
 National Student 
Association
 (NSA), primarily 
be-
cause
 of its political nature. 
FORUM  
Newly 
formed  ASGA, 
however,  
does not take stands on 
political
 
Issues but 
serves  as a forum for 
the interchange of student govern-
ment ideas. 
Why did SJS 
decide to join the 
national body? 
"We went to 
the  ASGA conven-
tion 
with a feeling of curiosity," 
Clark explained yesterday. 
The sophomore
 representative 
explained that the ASB "felt a 
need for a national
 organization 
to 
improve our stature." 
It didn't know if ASGA would 
accomplish 
this aim.  
"We came away from Oklahoma 
very enthusiastic 
with ASGA," he 
declared.  
Miss Fraser 
concurred  with 
Clark's  sentiments. "It is definitely 
an organization of which 
we want 
to be a part." 
SJS TO PROFIT 
Both delegates
 declared that 
SJS  
will profit from 
the national ex-
posure  to other schools the 
ASGA 
provides.
 
"Right now," 
Miss  Fraser said. 
"we're  at a stage 
where  the rest of 
the nation 
is very definitely
 ready 
to hear from SJS." 
Finally, 
Clark  declared 
ASGA 
to 
be less expensive
 publicity for 
SJS than other
 programs, 
"such  as 
the $6,300 band trip to 
Arizona."
 
Meet  
on 
Campus
 
Eighty  
administrators
 and
 coun-
selors  of 
high 
schools  
and 
junior  
colleges
 in 
the  area 
attended
 this 
year's  all
-day 
articulation
 con-
ference 
held 
yesterday  
on
 the SJS
 
campus.
 
Various  
aspects  
of
 college
 life 
at 
SJS 
were
 discussed
 by 
repre-
sentatives
 
of
 the 
various  
college 
departments.
 
The 
day 
began  at 
9 a.m. 
with 
a coffee
 hour,
 followed
 
by
 a 
special
 
welcome  
by Pres.
 
Robert
 D. 
Clark 
and 
talks  by 
H. R. 
Buchser,
 pres-
ident
 of 
San 
Jose
 City
 College,
 
and 
Curtis  
Davis,  
assistant  
super-
intendent
 
of
 
secondary
 
instruction
 
for  the 
San 
Jose  
Unified  
School  
District.
 
Before 
the 
program
 
concluded  
at 
4 p.m., 
the group
 heard
 from 
16
 SJS 
department
 
represent.'
 - 
fives. 
STARTING
 
TODAY!
 
FALL
 
BOOK
 
SALE  
cpaptan 
ecolmtore  
Right
 on 
Campus  
2SPARTAN
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Comment
 
Congo Rescue
 Suspension 
U.S. 
Running
 Scared
 Again 
The 
suspension
 
uf 
re-, 
operations 
in 
the 
Congo
 exhibits 
the U.S., 
true  
to
 form, 
running
 
scared  for 
its reputation 
follow-
ing the 
protestations  
of MOliC014 and  
Communist  
puppet
 na-
tions.
 
Briefly,
 it appeared
 as if the
 U.S. would 
act  
according
 to 
conscience  and try to save lives instead of face. 
UPI reports 
that there are still more than
 1,000
 people in 
the 
Congo
 whose lives are still in danger. Stith 
the 
termination  
of U.S.-Belgian 
rescue
 
operations,  there is 
very
 
litth  hope 
for 
these people should the rebels seek 
another blood 
bath. 
So the 
U.S.  chose to save face 
rather  than lives- the 
re-
sult?
 More than 1,000 
lives are in danger 
and  the U.S. did 
irreparable 
damage
 to its reputation
 as a nation with
 a con-
science.
 
The Communists
 must have wrung
 their hands 
with  glee 
to see 
the  U.S. succ  h to 
their demands. 
Our 
reputation
 
was not at stake 
in
 the
 Communist
 
World  
the  Reds have 
always  disliked us. 
Yet, in the face 
of
 free 
world 
praise
 for U.S. good 
judgment  and 
humanitarianism,  
we
 chose to placate 
foes whose attitudes
 toward us would 
not 
have
 been altered whatever 
course
 of action taken. 
In addition
 we lost the respect
 of our friends by 
exhibit-
ing insensitivity for 
human  life and for what 
must  have ap-
peared to 
some an inordinate 
desire  to placate the 
Communists.  
Some 
critics  of the choice have 
accused the U.S. of 
coward-
ice. This is the worst that 
may be said for our action.
 
At
 best it is a display 
of ignorance and 
disregard
 for the 
feelings of our friends. 
1111.W. 
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PSA 
FLIGHTS  
OVER 
XMAS 
HOLIDAYS
 
(How 
about 
that?)  
Call 
PSA  
Super
 Electra Jet reservations 
today!  
San
 Francisco
-Los  Angeles  
13.50  
761-0818 
Los 
Angeles
-San
 Diego   
6.35 
776-0125
 
San Diego -San 
Francisco   
19.85 
298-4611
 
THE 
SAN
 JOSE 
JAll 
THEATER
 
183 E. Santa Clara 
Next to Lenny's 
Featuring: 
* Live entertainment
 n.ghily 
*Jazz theater production 
Fri., Sat., Sun. 
* Jam session 
Sundays
 
* J.D.
 
quartet
 Mon.-Thurs. 
Open
 7 nights 
a week 
Hours:
 7:30-12 midnight 
Fri.,  Sat., Sun. 
9:00-1:30 A.M. Mon.-Thurs. 
Admission
 50c 
I 
Thrust
 
and
 
Parry
 
'Please, Don't Ruin 
Soccer 
Games'  
Editor: 
The columnist
 on the sports 
page of the Nov. 20 Spartan 
Daily scared me enough that I 
had to write this letter. Please, 
don't ruin soccer games by 
bringing
 in the band, 
cheerlead-
ers and the type of fan who goes 
along with them.
 
I swore off football
 games in 
favor
 of 
soccer after  I 
watched  
this
 season's first 
games in each 
of these 
sports.
 I was impressed 
with soccer
 mainly because 
of 
the more sophisticated 
audience.
 
Granted, 
the  things the students 
do at football
 games often are 
funny,
 but I feel sorry for 
the 
playersthey must 
feel  left out. 
Also, even 
though  I don't 
know 
much
 about sports, 
it 
seems as 
though  
soccer
 
moves  
too fast
 even to get a yell going. 
I have found that I can't 
take 
my eyes off the field long 
enough to look around 
me,
 let 
alone
 watch someone
 tell me 
when to yell. 
Five hundred fans may not 
be 
a very large 
percentage  of the 
student 
body, but I feel fairly 
sure that they  all go to watch 
the game and to 
enjoy it, rather 
than having 
to enjoy their 
benchmates and the other canned 
excitement
 that is included with 
other sports. 
Nancy
 Moore 
A5610
 
Newscaster  Lauded 
By Phi Sigs 
Editor: 
We at the
 Phi Sigma 
Kappa 
house 
would  like to 
express our
 
sincere
 appreciation
 for the
 fine 
broadcast by 
Ken Allen 
on our 
intramural 
championship
 team. 
All of 
us listened to 
the rebroad-
cast 
of the game,
 and 
thought  
that Ken's 
announcing  
was  of 
excellent
 quality. 
We feel 
that  
Ken's
 hard 
work and
 fine 
an-
nouncing 
should  not 
go without 
some
 
tribute.
 Thanks
 
again,
 Ken. 
The
 
brothers
 
of 
ltl Sigma
 Kappa
 
'SJS 
Misinformed
 
About  
Tower
 
List' 
Editor:  
As 
a 
member
 
of
 Tau 
Delta 
Phi who
 has 
been 
passing  
out 
rating
 cards 
and 
questionnaires
 
for 
the 
spring 
edition 
of the
 
Tower 
List,  I 
have
 noticed
 a few 
things 
about 
students
 at 
SJS.  
Except
 for the
 few 
who  stop 
to 
inquire  
about  the
 List 
and  pick 
up rating
 forms,
 students
 either 
are 
gross I y 
misinformed
 
or 
greatly 
a pa t he 
tic about
 the 
Tower
 List. 
Many 
stbdents 
aren't 
even 
aware 
of
 the 
existence
 of 
such  a 
publication.
 They
 walk by 
Tau 
Delta 
Phi's  distributing
 stand 
with  blank 
stares. 
Others  seem
 
to 
feel
 that the
 Tower 
List  is a 
joke. They 
sneer or 
snicker 
smugly  as they
 pass by, 
sure of 
their  "knowledge"
 that the 
Tow-
er List 
either could 
not exist 
or
 
if it 
does it is run
 by a hunch 
of 
crazy  radicals
 who are 
attempt-
ing to 
disturb  the 
serene 
atmos-
phere
 at 
San 
Jose 
State.
 
A 
statement  
of
 prirciples 
is in 
order. 
The purpose
 of the 
Tower  
List
 is to 
provide
 students
 with 
a student
 opinion 
poll
 of profes-
sors. 
It is hoped 
that the 
Tower  
List will, by 
virtue
 
of
 Its find-
logs,  aid student, 
in selecting 
professors  at registration and 
prod 
professors with 
poor rat-
ings to improve. 
However, the List is not worth 
the paper it is printed on 
if 
students don't 
participate  by 
rating their instructors. All the 
improvements over last year's 
list in the areas of control and 
compilation are 
useless unless 
students help out. 
The issue is clear. If students
 
want an effective Tower List (a 
feeling well demonstrated last 
spring by the fact that last
 
year's List was sold out in 
a few 
days) they should pick up rat-
ing forms, fill them out, and
 
turn
 them  in. 
Roger  Allen 
A9186 
Student 
Comments
 
On Tower Hall 
Editor: 
I hear tell that Tower Hall 
has steel girders that make it 
one
 of the strongest buildings 
on 
campus.
 
I hear tell that it was the 
first 
building in the 
west  to use re-
inforced 
con cre t e and steel
 
girders. 
I hear tell the architect re-
ceived congratulations 
f rom 
around the world for his lasting 
design. 
I hear tell that when the steel 
girders
 were found the orders 
were "Take it down anyway." 
But I also 
hear 
tell  that 
no-
body was really surprised when 
they were found. 
I hear 
tell  square -cornered 
block buildings are
 more effi-
cient. Grassy quads and climbing 
ivy 
are not practical. 
I hear tell 
maybe  the new 
building will 
have  blue panels 
along its straight sides, instead 
of the usual
 green ones. 
LOUIS 
King 
SI 
Vantage  
Point  
By EVELYN SALAZAR 
FOOTHILL
 
COLLEGE
 
STUDENT
 
COUNCIL  
was 
forced  to 
adjourn
 
halfway  
through  
the 
agenda  
recently,  
according
 to 
the 
Foothill
 
Sentinel.  
The  
members
 
"couldn't
 agree 
on a 
color  
for
 a 
proposed  
new 
ASFC  
automobile."
 
"The
 car 
will  be a 
1965 
four
-door 
sedan 
with  
more
 than 
230 
horse power
 V-8 
engine  and 
will 
include
 power 
steering 
and  
brakes,
 
automatic
 
transmission,  
radio, 
heater  and 
six seat 
belts." 
The 
council 
purchased  
a 1964 
station 
wagon  
last
 year, 
but it 
has
 been 
outlawed  for 
student use
 because 
it falls 
under  the 
legal  
definition  
of a 
school  bus. 
The 
reason  the 
council had 
to adjourn
 was 
because
 the 
mem-
bers 
couldn't 
agree  what 
color the 
car  should 
be. 
IT WAS 
AN UNLUCKY
 DAY 
Friday  the 
13th
 for an 
Arizona
 
State 
University  
student.  
He tried to 
swat a fly
 that was 
in his 
window  and 
lost his 
balance.
 His arm 
went through
 the 
glass,
 cutting 
nerves and 
arteries.
 
RUSSIAN 
TOUR 
INCLUDED  
MOSCOW  and 
Leningrad 
for 
Indiana 
University 
students  who 
participated  in 
the Undergraduate
 
Russian
 
Language
 Study
 Tour 
Program.  
Five weeks 
were  spent in a 
preparatory 
workshop  in 
Russian  
and 
then a 
tour
 to 
Russia.  
LACK 
OF PARKING 
SPACE  forces 
some
 students at the 
Uni-
versity of 
Oregon in 
Eugene to 
park
 in a 
nearby
 cemetery.
 
Students
 were surprised
 to find that
 their cars 
had  been towed 
away  after 
dark.
 A Eugene 
city
 ordinance 
makes  it 
unlawful
 for 
anyone 
to
 be in any 
cemetery
 between two
 hours after 
sunset  and 
sunrise.
 
It
 cost the students
 $8.50 each 
to
 retrieve their 
cars from a 
wrecking
 lot. 
A BALLET 
PREMIERED 
at
 the University 
of Indiana. "The 
House"  was 
choreographed
 by Gilbert 
Read,  professor in the 
School 
of Music's
 department of ballet.
 It was based on 
the "Harlot's 
House,"  a 
poem
 by Oscar 
Wilde. 
The music 
is "Nocturnes" by Debussy,
 a Wilde's contemporary. 
The
 set and costumes were
 designed by Mario 
Cristini,  pro-
fessor in 
the 
department
 of opera scenic design 
of the School of 
Music.
 
Dr. 
Pitchford To 
Review  
'The 
Deputy'
 at Book
 
Talk
 
"The 
Deputy,"  
controversial  
book by 
Rolf Hochhuth, will be 
reviewed  by Dr. Henry G. Pitch-
ford, assistant 
professor
 of soci-
ology,  this 
afternoon  at 
12:30  in 
Cafeteria
 A. 
According 
to Dr, 
Pitchford,
 
Hochhuth's  
account
 "is con-
cerned with 
the central 
moral 
problem of man in 
all ages: the 
extent to 
which  he is his 
broth-
er's keeper." 
"The author
 attempts 
to
 ex-
amine the 
rationale 
behind
 Pope 
Pius 
XII's  refusal 
to
 speak out 
against
 the mass 
murder  of Jews 
in W 
e e r n 
Europe"
 
during  
Dean 
Gunderson  
Among Speakers 
Dean of SJS 
Engineering  Di-
vision,
 Norman 0. 
Gunderson,  
was among speakers at the
 re-
cent public hearing of the Com-
mission on 
Manpower,  Automa-
tion and Technology, at the 
City 
Hall of San
 Francisco.
 
California  
Gov,  Edmund G. 
Brown also 
addressed
 the Com-
mission. 
Dean 
Gunderson's 
speech,
 
titled "A Faculty's 
Concern for 
Relating Technological 
Advance-
ment to Society,"
 dealt with the 
steps SJS is taking to help
 stu-
dents relate
 themselves to the 
effects of automation and other 
technological changes. 
"FREE"
 SWEATER
 
PRESENTING 
AN EXCLUSIVE 
Fashion 
Sweater 
Club 
Learn how you 
may 
qualify  
for membership 
today. 
Models needed - 
call
 295.0174 
ir 
I 
ill  
WIif 
(J011.4(644
 
94 80(711  1111111) 
SAN JOSE 
§ena/00 
81141T1' 
EL
 RANCHO 
Alma and 
Almaden 294.2041 
"GOODBY CHARLIE" 
"EARTH DIES SREAMING"
 
STUDIO
 
396  South First 
212-6718
 
"THE OUTRAGE" 
"PSYCHE 59" 
 STUDENT 
RATE   
TROPICAIR 
1968 Alum Rock A   
North 
Screen 
"OUTRAGE"
 
"LOLITA" 
South 
Screen  
"ROUSTABOUT" 
"FATE IS THE 
HUNTER" 
onsionowsse.w...........
  
. 
dr. 
World War 
II, Dr. Pitchford 
said. 
He 
noted that 
Hoch hu t h 
"makes a 
rather convincing
 case 
that the
 lack of 
such action
 is 
one of the 
saddest 
episodes  in 
the
 history of 
Christianity."
 
Dr. Pitchford 
has  been on the 
SJS 
faculty
 since 
1963. He 
earned 
his B.S.
 from 
Auburn  
University
 in 1998, 
his  MS. from 
Syracuse in 
1950, his 
MA.  from 
Denver  in 
1958 and 
his Ph.D.
 
in
 1960 
from 
Emory 
University.
 
PILOT
 
TRAINING
 
Pacific 
Air  
Academy
 
Now  Offers 
FINANCING! 
 Private
 Pilo* 
 Commercial
 Pilot 
 
Instrument
 Pilot 
 
Multi -engine 
Pilot  
 Flight 
Instructor  
Aerobatic
 Flight
 Training
 
Available Soon!!! 
PILOT SCHOOL
 
Approved  by 
Federal
 Aviation Agency 
California Dept. 
of Education 
Pacific Air 
Academy  
295-4212  
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT 
SAN JOSE 
`V 
A 
payday
 In Europe can help 
WORK
 
IN EUROPE 
Grand Duchy 
of
 Luxembourg 
Every registered 
student can 
get a job 
in Europe 
through
 the 
American 
Student 
Information
 
Service, and
 the first 5000 
appli-
cants receive 
$250 travel 
grants.  
It is possible
 to earn $300
 a month 
from a job 
selection
 that 
includes  
lifeguarding, 
child  care and other 
resort work, 
office,
 sales, ship-
board,  farm 
and factory 
work. 
Job and travel 
grant  applications 
and complete 
details are availa-
ble in a 36 -page
 illustrated book-
let which students 
may obtain by 
sending $2 
(for
 the 
booklet
 and 
airmail postage) to Dept. N, 
ASIS, 22 Ave. de la 
Liberte,  Lux-
embourg City, Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg. 
* .- ......
 
**********  
******  
11, 
'Waster 
JEWELERS
 
* 
IThe
 
New  
look
 in 
design  
* at Santa 
Clara 
County's  
most 
fashionable  jewel-
ry 
stores.  
FRATERNITYSORORITY 
JEWELRY FOR 
t i l N  e 
0111'w/1.  
OFFICER DANGLE 
OFFICER GUARD
 
105 Yellow Gold $3.25 
10K White Gold 
4.25 
10K Yellow Gold 
$200
 
105 
Whee 
Gold 
275
 
OFFICER
 
CHARM
 
Sterling  
Silver
 
$2.00  
10K  
Yellow  
Gold 
4.75
 
I4K 
Yellow
 
Gold
 
6.00
 
Come in and 
see our 
new 
line
 
of
 Fraternity
 and 
Sorority
 Jewelry
 
72 S. FirA St. 
San 
Jose
 
Phone 297-0920 
Westgate Shopping Center 
1600 Saratoga Ave. 
Phone 379-3051 
**** ****** 
**************
 
TROUBLE WITH 
YOUR 
BUDGET?  
Why not join GEM now for a quick course 
in year-round 
savings?  
With
 GEM's new 
college
 membership offer, anyone
 enrolled in a 
college or university 
may 
obtain  a GEM card 
for 
only  50c! (GEM 
Membership is 
usually $3 initial fee plus $1 
annual renewal.) GEM 
has lower prices 
every single day in more than 
50 departments. And 
these
 savings are on top quality, 
name brand 
merchandise.
 
Whether
 
you're looking for clothing and accessories. 
food
 end
 
beverages,  
sporting  goods,
 automotive accessories or 
gasoline  ... 
you  
will  
save 
on everything when you own a GEM card. Your GEM 
card 
will 
intro-
duce
 
you  to prices that start 
low . . . and stay low! So fill 
out the
 application below and 
bring it 
in (plus your 
student
 
body card) and start shop. 
ping and saving at GEM 
today! 
1717 N. 
lit
 
St. 
GEM 
avow 
MAYO 
AWN.
 r 
 a 
GEM SPECIAL STUDENT
 
REGISTRATION
 
APPLICATION
 
Name   
Address
 
Home Phone  
School
 Phone   
City    
  
Date
  
-----
College 
or 
 
Studnt
 1.0.
 No.   
* 
...
Signature
 
Spouse's  
Signature
 
Approved 
Spouse's  
School/Employ
 
a 
opf
 
AN 
WE
 PAY 
We rent
 & 
crowns
 & h 
Meridian.
 
UNWANTI
 
frolysis. N 
294-4499.  
USED CAI 
USED CAI 
8th).
 295-C 
'55 
FORD
 
340  So.
 411 
'56 Ford  
'58 
AUSTIls  
New  top 
6.  Anytime 
'57 FORD 
$500 or ctlf 
1962 AUS11 
New 
fires,  
Cond. 264 
'63 HONE 
1' 
shield,  helm 
'58 
PLYMI  
pendable. E 
2620.  
'57 RETRAC 
belt., eft. 
V-8 auto. ! 
'63 FORD-
cond. mak 
'61 
VW 
 
sell. 
$1050  
'58
 MGA 
end 
Tonn.  
2 
f 
WEDDING 
Wedding F 
e VIOLIN  
Cond.
 
$75  
PEUGEOT 
cond.
 Orii 
$50. 295.0 
HENKE Si  
pr. 
lad,.
 
each. 
041  
SPX 
$30.
 
C.
 
HAVE  
JA 
r,tEr`MAI
 
i 
jlu. 
29
 
"THE ME 
Housing.
 
food. Clos 
 
FURNISHE  
One 
&
 
Tess 
NEW 
Rates fron 
week. 
Corr 
Color  T.V, 
Electric
 61. 
radio.
 Grc 
St. 
293-99:
 
$$9.50. Mc 
carpet. We 
Call 269-8 
WOMEN'S
 
Spring  
see.  
HI NOUS 
Spring son 
To 
bu 
ennui 
just
 t 
this
 
blank. 
Send
 
Daily  I 
120,,
 
Courg  
CHECK  
CLASSIF
 
Anon
 
0 Auto, 
("3 For 
LI Help 
fl 
Hous
 
D 
Lost
 
D Perm 
D
 
Semi 
D 
Iran:
 
Name  
Run  Ad 
IStarting
 
toy 
The 
Drama 
Department
 Presents 
THE LADY'S NOT 
FOR
 
BURNING  
By Christopher 
Fry 
Box  Office 
Open  
Today  and 
Trimorzow
 
SHEA 
RUNS DEC. 4, 
5.1).  10. 
I I. 12 
College 
Theatre
 
Curtain 8:15 p.in. 
SJSC  
Students  75.
 
$1.50 
General
 
BOX
 
OFFICE
 
5th  & SAN FERNANDO
 STS. 
Open
 
1-5  
P.M.  
1311IV&IritilliMINIMniffint-Enatelata?
 
rds ire' es' 
Spartan 
Daily Classifieds 
BUY 
'EM! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS (11 
WE 
PAY CASH 
for your best apparel. 
We ont 
NEW bridal  gowns, 
veils. 
crowns & hoops. 
UNIQUE SHOPPE, 1589 
Meridian. 
264-7552.
 Closed Mon.
  
UNWANTED HAIR removed by elec-
trolysis. NANTELLE 
R. E., 210 S. 1st. 
294-4499.
 
AUTOMOTIVE  
(2)  
USED CARS, $99 and up. FREEMAN'S 
USED 
CARS,  345 E.
 Julian (bat. 
7th 
13th). 
295.0465.  
'55 FORD -- Needs clutch. Make offer. 
340 So. 4th St., Apt. 20.  
MUST SELL
 
I I 1 
56 Ford - 2 dr. $295. John 8.293-9320. 
58 
AUSTIN  HEALY $850. Good cond. 
New top & tires. Tues., 
Thurs., Fri. after 
6. Anytime wkends. 298.1790.  
'57 FORD FAIRLANE. P/S, P/B, R/H. 
$500 or offer. Ch 
3.5183.  
1962 AUSTIN 850. 40 mpg. Parks easily. 
New tires, battery & tune-up. Excellent 
Cond. 264-3715. Make offer.  
63 HONDA 50. Es. cond. Rack, wind' 
shield,  helmet, goggles. $225, 294.5986. 
'58 PLYMOUTH V-8. Auto trans.  De-
pendable.
 Extras. Excel. cond. $395. 264-
2620.   
'57 RETRACTABLE HT FORD. New tires, 
batt., etc. P. W. steering, seat, T.loird 
V.8 auto. $750. 656-1877.  
'63 FORD ECON. VAN camper. Excel. 
cond. Make offer.
 377-6722
 after
 5.  
'61 VW - 
XInt. buy, good cond. Must 
sell. $1050. 205 So. 12th. Ron.  
55 MGA - WW,
 
sad., Hr. New paint 
and
 Tone.
 
295-7816. 
FOR SALE
 
131  
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29. 
Wedding Press, 
295-0946.
  
s. VIOLIN 
- and acc. 2 ex. strings.
 Good 
Cond. $75. 736-4601. Laurie.  
PEUGEOT 8 -speed racing bike. Excellent
 
cond.  
Original
 cost $150. 
Will  sell 
for 
$50. 295.0261
 after 6.  
HENKE SKI BOOTS and 
carry case. 2 
pr. ladies. 71/2N
 & 9N. Like 
new. $25 
each.
 Ski 
poles. $5. 
377-8672.
  
HI-FI SPKR. sr/cab. $45.
 Bogen amp. 
$30. 
Gerard  Chg. $30. 241-4919. 
HAVE
 
JAZZ LP'S. 
w,11  sell. 
295-5609,  
HELP'WANTED
 141 
SALESMAN RECORDING CO. 15% 
Commission. MUSIC ART PRODUC 
TIONS.
 
297-76/4.  
HOUSING 
(51 
"THE MECCA"
 - Men's Approved 
Housing. 
Clean  large rooms. Excellent 
food. Close to 
SJS.
 292-2635.  
FURNISHED
 APARTMENTS
 for rent. 
One & Two 
bedroom.  523 East  
Reed  St. 
NEW GLAZENWOOD HOTEL
 
Rates  from $3.50 per night. 
$16.50  per 
week. 
Community  kitchen & dining area. 
Color  TV. in lobby. Free hair 
dryer. 
Electric
 blankets. All outside rooms with 
radio. Ground floor rooms. 189 S. 3rd 
St. 293-9929.  
ULM  Modern 2 bdrm. apt. A.E.K. ww 
carpet. Washing facilities. 2 children OK. 
Call 269-8132. See at 5758 
Via  Monte. 
WOMEN'S APPR. APT. Killion Hall. 
Spring sismissti.r. $200. 297-49)2.  
HI HOUSE CONTRACT - for sale. 
Spring
 serna..inf. Dil. 293 9599. 
CONTRACT FOR 
SALE.  Rm. & bd. Call 
294.6294.  Ask for Phil Basile.  
2 BD. HOUSE for rent, water & garbage 
paid. Room 
for  3 boys. 293-4659.
 (56  E. 
Reed.   
NEED I GIRL 
ROOMIEI
 New Unappr 
Apt.
 ih blk. SJS. $37.50
 mo. 294-7922.  
MALE ROOMMATE - 
2 bd. rm. apt,. 
342 S. 
11th,
 No. 4. 
$33.75  mo., plus 
utilities. 286-3785.
  
COTTAGE
 - I bd. rm., 2 blks, to col 
loge.  Furnished. 
$115 per month.  CT
 
7-9344
 
or 269.9149. 
430
 
MONTH - Rms. V2 
blk.  SJS,
 piped 
heat. Utils. pd.
 
Kitchen. 
292.1327.  
MARRIED
 COUPLES
-Fern.  apt. $92.50. 
Rung, 
wash./dryer.  
Near SJS. 545 So. 
11th 
St. 292-3745.  
NEED
 I GIRL to share unappr. apt. 
State House, 508 So, I 
I th, No. 19. 292. 
1339.  
APTS. FOR RENT 
- $33.75 to $50 per 
person 
per  month.  
See 
mgr., 547 So. 
11th,
 No. 4. 295.8101,  
PAY MONTHLY  in 
Appr. - discount. 
Crestwood Manor. 
Spring  semester. Nice 
roommates! 295.2798.  
WOMAN'S APPROVED 
APT. Grant Hall 
Annex. 
Discount. Phone 
286-5820.  
$75 - 1 
BDRM.,  unfurn. 
Drapes.  9x12 
rug. Sundeck.
 bar-b-que,
 laundry. Wt,',
 
qbq. pd. 
Private
 carport. Block
 from 
shops & 
trans. 378.0273.  
345 EAST 
Coed campus living 
from $10 a week. 
297-2181 or 295-9753.  
JUST  COMPLETED - 
Split.level  2 bd., 
2 balk apt.
 70 S. 8th St., 
No. I. 294. 
7788
 after 4.  
GRANT HALL 
CONTRACT for
 sale. 
Discount. 297-8563. 
LOST AND FOUND
 6) 
LOST: 
Correlation  of the  Arts 
notebook
 
in 
Industrial Arts b,c11. 
293-9023. 
PERSONALS 171 
WANT  TO BUY 
1963-64  Spartan 
Year.  
book. Call  
evenings,
 
252-1369.  
NEED RELIABLE 
DRIVER-:"Jur
 Peugeot 
to Chicago 
by
 Xmas. Some 
expenses.  
References 
regured.
 Call 867-9256. 
SERVICES  181 
AUTO 
INSURANCE
 for students. 
Chat  
Bailey,
 286-5386, 449 W. San 
Carlos.   
TYPING  - All kinds, 
reasonable. Pick. 
up and
 deliver. 
294-3772,  9 
a.m.-6
 p.m  
TYPING,
 all kinds. IBM 
Electric.  Work 
guaranteed. Jo 
Vine. 378-8577.  
TYPING
 - Term 
paper, thesis,
 etc. Pica 
Electric. 243.4313,   
EXCELLENT 
TYPING  in my 
home.  252-
5793. 
TYPIST - 
Experienced,  
dependable.  
Reasonable
 rates. Phone
 294-1313,  
EXCELLENT  
TYPING  - 
All errors 
cor-
rected.
 Reasonable. 
286-5944. 
TRANSPORTATION 191 
NEED RIDE:
 From 
Los 
Gatos to school 
M.W.F. 
pay.
 
354.8767.
 
To place an ad: 
 
Call at 
Classified  
Adv. 
J206. 
MW
 F 
9)O.11)0
 R 
12:30-3:3C 
T-Th
 1100
 3 30 
 
Send in 
handy order
 blank 
- 
Enclosed  
cash  or check
 
Phone 
294-6414, 
Est. 2465
 
To 
buy,
 sell, rent, or 
announce anything,
 
just
 fill out and clip 
this 
handy order 
blank.  
Send to: Spartan 
Daily Cl ASSIF1EDS, 
1206, San 
lose State 
College, San lose 14, 
Calif. 
CHECK A 
CLASSIFICATION:  
o 
Announcements (1) 
o 
Automotive (2) 
0 For Sale (3) 
0 Help 
Wanted (4) 
0 
Housing 
(5) 
Lost and Found (6) 
1:3 
Personals 
(7) 
ID Services  (8) 
0 Transportation
 (9) 
CLASSIFIED
 
RATES  
Minimum 
Two  lines 
One  time 
One time
 
50c a 
line 
Three
 times 
25o 
a line 
Floe ilmee
 
20c a line
 
2 lines
 
$1.00  
$1.50  
$2.00 
3 
lines 
1.50 
2.25 
3.00 
4 lines 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00
 
5 lines 
2.50
 
3.75  
5.00 
Add 
this 
amount for 
each 
addi-
tional line
 
.50 
.75 
1.00 
Print your ad hers: 
(Count 3.3 Letters
 and 
Spaces 
for 
Each
 Une) 
Name.. Address 
Run  Ad    (No 
Starting  
Date 
  
Phone_  
of 
days)
 
Enclose
 
$ 
'Un;versal
 Yuletide' 
Theme 
of AWS 
Christmas  Contest 
"Universal Y clef isle" is the 
theme 
of this year's 
AWS-spon-
sored Christmas Door Decorations 
Contest, which is open to all ap-
proved women's living centers. 
Applications are due at the Ac-
tivities
 Office, ADM292, Friday. 
Judging by faculty members 
and  
downtown merchants will take 
place Dec. 
10
 at 2 p.m. 
Winners will 
be announced the 
following 
week at the 
Christmas  
Tree Lighting 
Ceremony,  in front 
of the 
Engineering
 
Building.
 
Trophies  will be 
awarded to 
first, 
second and third 
place win-
ners. 
Coeds
 in charge 
of
 the door 
decorations 
include
 Pamela Ariett 
(chairman),
 Pamela Joslin,
 Wen-
dy Brownton, Pamela
 Falt, Linda 
Weeden, 
Connie  Kannard 
and  
Laurie
 Vann. 
'L'Atalante'
 Film 
At 
Flicks  Today
 
"L'Atalanle"  is the 
classic film 
series 
presentation  today 
at 3:30 
and 7 p.m. 
in T1-055, according 
to 
Rollin E. 
Buckman,  audio-visual
 
service 
center
 coordinator. 
The film
 is an ironic story 
of 
newlyweds
 who start 
their mar-
ried life on 
a barge. 
"A rich 
vein of humor,
 lyric 
fantasy and 
naturalism  of char-
acter 
demonstrate  the high 
quality 
of
 Jean Vigo's 
direction," said 
Buckman.
 
Along 
with  the film, 
"Morning 
on the Lievre" 
will be shown. 
Canadian
 poet Archibald  Lamp. 
man
 described
 in verse 
Quebec's 
Lievre 
River in 
September.  It is 
the subject 
of
 the film. 
Admission 
is free to 
interested 
faculty and
 students. 
JOBS? 
Are 
you a Senior who 
can reach your 
classmates? 
Will you help 
them ex-
pose their talents,
 training
 and de-
sires to 
diversified  
employers
 
throughout the 
nation?  Our new and
 
unique computer -based
 service re-
ports qualified 
students
 to recruiting 
employers - and we 
need a 
student  
agent 
to distribute 
our  forms during
 
Barly. December. 
Set 
your own hours. 
Easy, no order. 
taking, 
no money
 handling,
 no (s-
ports - 
but very 
LUCRATIVE.
 
For complete information,
 write im-
mediately to Sven 
B. Karlen, Presi-
dent, 
QED  Center Inc., 
Box 
147, 
Bronxville, N. 
Y.
 10708. 
Susan  Wall 
"Sweetheart  ol 
Sigma  Chi" 
With 
Love  for 
CHRISTMAS 
your Portrait by 
BUTERA
 
Student
 
Rates 
2955050
 38 S. Second
 St. 
SPARTAN
 DAILY -11 
Brazilian
 Broadcaster
 
Visits!
 
Wednesday. Dec. 2. 1964 
SJS 
Radio,  TV 
News
 
(enter""
 Meets 
Tonight,  
A 11cazdirin
 radio
 
tend tei&nisio)) 
grains
 tut 
-mural  
pualatmes.-
man visited the SJS 
Radio 
and I 
Programs
 
which  involve murder, 
Television News 
Center and the 
Spartan Daily Office last 
week. 
Paulo Puiva
 de Oliveira, 
assist-
ant manager of Radio 
and TV 
Gaucha 
and director of the
 Stand-
ard 
Propaganda  S.A. Advertising
 
Agency, stopped
 at San Jose on his
 
way from New 
York. 
Oliveira 
has been attending
 the 
1964  
International
 
Broadcasting  
Seminar  in 
New
 York, to 
study  the 
U.S.
 broadcasting  
system. He 
is
 
one of 22 
broadcasting  men 
from 
all
 over the 
world to 
attend  the 
seminar. 
"The 
Untouchables
 cannot 
be 
broadcast
 after 
10 p.m. at 
night 
in 
Brazil." 
Oliveira  
said.  
According  to 
Oliveira,  there 
is a 
federal
 code 
to restrict
 TV pro
-
Job 
Interviews
 
TODAY:
 
Pacific
 Telephone
 and 
Telegraph
 
Co.: B.S.
 or MS. in 
liberal arts
 or 
business
 for 
positions  as 
business 
office 
supervisor,  
management  
and 
administration
 insales, 
ac-
counting, 
production  and 
data 
process,
 minimum 
G.P.A. 
re-
quired:
 
accounting,
 2.48; 
indus-
trial 
relations,  2.25;
 management,
 
2.34;  
marketing,
 2.39
--citizenship  
required  and males only. 
Fairchild-MovIe: 7:30 p.m. -
9:45 
p.m.,  in 
Preview
 Room 
of
 the 
Audio -Visual 
Building. The 
pur-
pose of the
 movie 
is
 to make 
people  aware 
of
 Fairchild 
and  
what they 
will  be looking 
for in 
candidates. 
Haaldns and Sells: 
business ad-
ministration,  
accounting,  B.S. or 
higher 
degree  for positions 
with 
auditing  staff with
 opportunities 
for later 
transfer
 for 
specialization
 
in tax 
work or 
management
 ad-
visory
 services. 
U.S. Atomic
 Energy Commis-
sion: 
It
 MA. in business, 
public 
administration,  
liberal
 arts or 
English, or 
physical science
 with 
management
 courses;
 2) Master's 
degree in 
English,  physics and 
metallurgy;  3) 
Bachelor's  degree 
in
 mechanical, 
chemical, 
electrical  
or civil 
engineering; 
4) Bachelor's
 
degree in 
accounting  or 
equivalent  
for 
positions in 
management  in-
ternship,
 technical 
internship,  nu-
clear 
facilities,  
engineering
 and 
accounting
 trainee 
(majors  and 
positions in the 
order that are 
requested I
-citizenship
 required. 
Federal -Mogul
-Bower Bearings,
 
Inc.: 
BSME, BSIE, 
BSA,
 BA 
MBA, MS for 
sales, sales engineer-
ing, manufacturing, 
manufactur-
ing,
 engineering,
 management,
 ac-
counting,  
metallurgical
 engineer-
ing, product 
engineering,  research 
and development careers. 
TOMORROW: 
Fairchild 
Semiconductor:  any 
engineering majors
 plus chemistry 
and
 physics for product 
engineers  
and production 
management  train-
ees
-Masters only for electrical
 
engineering and 
physics for device 
development engineering
 and ac-
countants 
for accounting trainees. 
Kinney Shoes: business,
 market-
ing and personnel
 majors for re-
tail
 shoe store manager trainee - 
citizenship 
required  and military 
preferred.
 
Aetna 
casualty
 and Surety 
Company: business, liberal arts 
majors, etc., for 
field  representa-
tives, claim adjuster and under-
writer 
-citizenship required. 
Factory 
Insurance  Association: 
all engineers, 
industrial technol-
ogy, aeronatuics maintenance ma-
jors for position as fire protection 
engineer.
 
Guy F. Atkinson
 Company: 
civil and mechanical engineering 
majors for office engineer and 
field engineer assignments -citi-
zenship
 required. 
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violence
 and 
sex 
should  be 
broad-
cast
 
after 10 
p.m.  
or 
must  an-
nounce  in 
advance 
that the 
pro-
grams 
are not 
for 
children.
 
"This is 
not  government
 censor-
ship," said Oliveira,
 "but we think 
it is 
the  good thing.
 In other 
re-
spects we enjoy
 complete freedom
 
just as 
Americans  do." 
About 
50 
per  cent of 
Brazilian  
television programs 
are imported 
from the 
United States, Oliveira 
noted.
 
The Untouchables, Bonanza, Dr. 
Kildare and Ben Casey are among 
the Brazilian 
favorites. 
"We Brazilians respect the 
American people not only 
for their 
great economic power, but for 
their love of peace. We 
always feel 
we are part of the America," said 
Oliveira. 
Math Professor 
Talks Tomorrow
 
Dr. L. H. Lange, head of the 
SJS mathematics department, will
 
speak tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in 
A133. "Maxima -Minima Without 
Calculus" is his lecture topic. 
The Student 
Mathematical  So-
ciety, sponsor of the talk, invites 
the public to attend. 
Spartaguide  
Features
 Film Strip 
lollfIL; Americans for Freedom 
(YAF I will 
begin  a series 
of
 edu-
cational 
meetings 
tonight  at 
S p.m.  
in 
H5. Highlighting
 tonight's
 meet-
ing 
will be a 
film strip
 entitled 
"Our  
American  
Heritage."
 
According 
to 
Robert  
Young,  
president
 of 
the San 
Jose 
State  
Chapter  
of YAF,
 various
 films 
are 
being
 obtained
 for 
viewing
 at 
fu-
ture 
meetings.
 
YAF 
is also 
in 
the  
process
 of 
engaging
 
speakers
 to 
present  
a 
series  
of 
campus  
lee -
totes.
 
TODAY:  
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m.,  
H17. 
Geological Society, 7:30 p.m., 
A133. Dr. 
John T. Alfors, 
geolo-
gist with the 
California  Division 
of Mines and 
Geology, will speak 
on 
"Geology and 
Mineralogy  of the 
Sanbornite 
Deposits  of East
 Fresno 
County.
 
Co-Rec,  7:30
 p.m. -9:95
 p.m., 
WG,  
admission
 by ASB 
card only.
 Ten-
nis  shoes 
must
 be worn. 
Phrateres
 
International,  
6:30 
p.m.
 pledges, 
7:30  p.m. 
actives.
 
VVRA 
Badminton,  
4:30
 p.m., PER
 
101B.  
Gamma 
Delta, 7 
p.m.,  
Lutheran
 
Student  
Center,
 374 S. 
Third St. 
Alpha
 Phi Omega 
(national serv-
ice
 
fraternity),
 7:30
 p.m., 
ED331, 
regular
 
meeting.  
Spartan
 
°Hoed,  7 
p.m., 
E326.  
Bowling
 tickets 
must be 
turned in.
 
Epsilon
 
Eta Sigma
 
(English  
honor 
society),
 2:30 
p.m., 
Cafe-
terias 
A and 
B. Dr.
 Edith
 C. , 
Trager,  
associate
 professor
 of 
Eng-
lish,
 will 
speak 
on "A 
Linguistic  
Approach
 
to
 
Reading."
 
Hui 
0 
Kamaa  
in a 
(Hawaiian
 
Club),  7 
p.m., 
M250.  
Industrial  
Relations
 
Club,  7 
p.m., 
Garden  
City 
Hofbrau,
 
51
 
Market  
St. 
Field 
trip 
to
 
Crockett  
planned.
 
SAM 
(Society  
for the
 
Advance-
ment
 of 
Management),
 
6:30 
p.m., 
Ste. 
Claire  
Hotel,
 
Market  
and  
San  
Carlos  
Streets,
 
guest  
speaker.  
TOMORROW:
 
International
 
Relations
 
Club,  
3 
p.m.
-4:30  
p.m., 
CH162.
 
Clifford
 
Binder,
 
SJS 
graduate  
student
 
and
 
former  
Peace
 
Corps  
representati%
 
 
to 
Ethiopia,
 
will  
show
 slides
 of 
his 
experience.
 
WRA
 
Basketball,
 7 
p.m., 
PER, 
101.
 
Baptist
 
Student  
Union,
 7:30
 p.m.,
 
Memorial
 
Chapel.
 
film  
and
 
discus-; 
sion 
of 
foreign  
missions.
 
Home
 
Economies
 
Club,  7 
p.m., 
H5. 
Miss 
Maude
 L. 
Ashe,
 
assistant
 
professor
 
of 
home
 
economics,
 
will  
show
 
slides  
of
 her
 
European
 foods
 
tour.  
Special  
entertainment
 and 
re-
freshments
 
will 
also 
be 
provided.
 
Starting  Fri., 
Dec. 4. we will 
be open nights 
til 12,50 P.M. 
rvery  day 
Sat,
 from 
94P.M.  
m_EN 
STYLING
 FOR 
BETTER
 
GROOS!
 
r. 
&PVPXS
 
RAZOR CUT 
SHOESHINE 
MANICURE 
BUILDING
 .crs:7 
COUNTRY
 
TOWN & 
VILLAGE 
296-8458
 
4.1.21,14.3.1.)1111.135fz0.-i1k.r.0../3.1st
 
THE BEST
 IN 
SPORT
 
MAGALINL
 
the I.rparlirm Sound Ott 
BIG-TIME vs.
 SMALL-TIME 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
 
A 
controversial
 
discussion
 be-
tween coach 
Duffy 
Daugherty
 of 
Michigan State
 and coach Dave 
Nelson  of small
-college  power 
De.  
aware on the fierce 
competition, 
high-pressure recruiting 
methods, 
and "must 
win" psychology that 
typify the startling differences be-
tween big and -small-time college 
football.  
1964-65
 All
-America  
BASKETBALL
 
PREVIEW
 
 Inn 
editors of SPORT 
scan  every 
section of the 
country to select 
the nation's
 top basketball
 stars of 
the  1964-65
 season.
 
SPORT  keeps 
you apace 
of all 
events on 
the college
 and pro 
sports
 scene. 
Enjoy expert
 cover-
age, 
analysis,  
indepth 
features,
 
action  photos
 in 
JANUARY
 
SPORT 
Favoroe
 
mapas,ne  
of
 it,.
 
sporis  
stars and 
the sports 
minded!  
NOW 
ON 
SALE!  
tmmT 
NOW SERVING 
COMPLETE  ITALIAN 
DINNERS 
PIZZA, 
SPAGHETTI,
 RAVIOLI'S,
 
MEAT 
BALLS,  ITALIAN 
SALADS
 
T H E 
SPARTAN
 
111JB  
WALKING DISTANCE
 FROM THE 
COLLEGE  
HAPPY 
HOUR ON BEER 
DAILY 
4 P.M. TO 7 
P.M. 
.20 A 
MUG. 1.00 A 
PITCHER 
FULL LINE 
OF SANDWICHES 
STILL 
20% 
OFF TO 
S.J.S.  STUDENTS 
ON ALL 
FOOD 
417 
SO. FIRST 
STREET 
 
9110:1F. 
294.1454 
oh 
1! 17 vr 
Aii-fiiisTe37As\Trort
 slut iiratriTaArctaba
 
nIl 
arott 
-.111 
DIANA  PRICES FROM $126 TO 
$1500 
.-AirallieJ ()ewe/era 
We will be 
closed on 
"In the Village" 
Sundays pcpt 
Sun., 
Dec 20 
14460 BIG BASIN 
WAY 
visit us 
SARATOGA 
between
 
(Open
 Evenings by 
Appointment)  
867.3117
 
10 to 4 P.M 
Authorized Orange Blossom Dealer 
F. 
ALPHA  
TAU
 OMEGA
 
DELTA ZETA 
PHI 
SIGMA 
KAPPA  
CHI 
OMEGA  
.= 
F.: 
The 
Individual awl  
Atheism
 
- - 
F. 
= _-
= = 
_ 
E
 The majority
 of atheists believe in 
and practice humanism. 
They substitute = I 
E for a belief in 
a 
divine 
power  the belief in 
the 
potentials 
of man and his 
Ti E 
F. ability to 
achieve  a better society. Before 
this 
goal  can be realized 
each
 
E. individual must realize
 his full mental  and 
phychological  capacities and 
= 3 
E strive 
toward  the development of 
these capacities. Any 
subordination  of E E 
= this attempt 
to a 
"God"  hinders
 the individual,
 for if 
makes 
certain  
de-  
3 E 
E mends 
and sets certain
 rules 
which 
he must follow. The 
fact  that these = = 
1
 rules often are unrealistic
 end sometimes damaging introduces guilt and F. 
3 
= 
= dejection
 into the consciousness of this individual. The subsequent damage is = _ 
done when these laws conflict with the 
dovislopment
 of the individual
 
and = 
= are
  
major
 
cause of 
personal
 misery. 
When
 
extended  to 
societies,  the
 = i 
-E misery and hatred (for guilt truly builds 
 solid foundation for hatred) = 
THCETIA
 
ALL
 
GREEK
 
SHOW
 
1 
E = 
E. 
effect 
adversely all 
societies. Let 
us
 reject 
this  
subordination end 
leave the = 1 
E 
= 
way  
open 
for individual and societal 
development.  Then we can move to- =
E ward
 a 
truly sane and truly 
humanistic
 
future
 In which  Tan 
eon live 
with 
E = 
Saturday:
 DEC. 5th 
- 7:30 P.M. 
E. 
a 
himself  and his fellow man. 
= 
E 
E 
= 
= 
SAN 
JOSE
 CIVIC 
AUDITORIUM
 
F.. 
F. 
=- 
Contemporary
 
Atheists
 
on 
Campus 
lc  
= 
.F. 
- 
Boo 
1507.  San 
Jose 
i 
i Donation - 50c 
TICKETS
 NOW ON SALE!
 
= 
= 
_ 
Student Atiarrs 
7.2 
- Proceeds to 
Charity  
_ 
_ 
Bus Office
 
= _
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SIGMA  
ALPHA  MU 
DELTA GAMMA 
PI 
KAPPA  
ALPHA  
KAPPA ALPHA
 THETA It-
= 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
1 
th 
ANNUAL 
F.-: 
4SPARTAN
 
DAILY  Wednesday,
 Dec. 2, 1964 
Nursing
 Major 
Not  
Sari  
She  Lived in 
New 
Delhi 
By  JAY.
 I 114..aT 
A 
petite
 
pl..,  note walked 
Into a 
dark, dingy
 sture 
in
 In-
dia 
to
 shop 
for a 
sari. 
Suddenly
 two 
men 
jumped  
up
 
from 
the 
dark
-colored
 
mats  
where  
they
 had been
 sleeping 
and 
offered
 the 
lass a 
Coca
 Cola. 
They 
turned
 on the 
fans to 
evac-
uate the 
stuffy 
room
 of stale
 
air. 
SJS junior 
Jerri  Hettinger 
eyed  the 
shelves  as 
the men 
brought out 
stacks of 
material  
and flung
 yard after 
yards  of it 
across
 the 
room.  
For Jerri
 the 
opportunity  
was  
one In a 
million. 
What
 other 
SJS 
coed could 
shop for a 
sari 
In New 
Delhi, where
 her father 
was  stationed 
as a Naval 
attache  
to India and
 Nepal 
with  his of-
fice 
in the 
American  
Embassy?  
Blue, 
green, pink 
and red 
ma-
terials 
bedazzled  the 
eye and 
to 
choose  one 
would
 be a hard 
decision. 
Finally Jerri 
settled on 
an
 
iridescent
 piece of 
yard goods 
with pink 
and green 
interwoven  
with golden 
threads. 
The 
shopkeepers 
measured 
and cut 
off  five yards 
and  Jerri 
wrapped the
 material around
 her 
.!!-1I.
 lv. 
She had often watched 
OCC.1' 
lo 
% 
1884
 W.  San
 Carlos
 
Ai/.    
CY 7-7417 
ce-,--/--.^...someneeteacceicicose-r-friaaccer-e-ciagoce-er
 ..,.%. 
_ 
.. 
the natise Indian 
%%omen hand 
pleat the skirt and tuck the 
folds into the waistband and she 
Imitated the tricky feat with 
ease. 
Jerri looked into the mirror 
and flung the loose end of ma-
terial over her 
shoulder.
 Swirl-
ing around, she held the loose 
end across her face, with only 
her deep brown eyes showing, 
as Indian women do in a sand-
storm. 
Glimpses of 
thought ran 
through Miss Etettinger's mind. 
She thought about the months 
from last February to August 
when she got to know the In-
dian people and their way of 
life. She thought of the 18 
months her parents would re-
main in the country after her 
current return to SJS. She 
thought of the International 
School in New Delhi her 16 -
year -old brother attended. 
Jerri thought of her social ac-
tivities in 
India,  which were lim-
ited to embassy parties where 
she met 
Tel,
 Indian, Russian 
and German people. 
She remembered the first time 
she ever saw the Taj Mahal. 
She was with her mother when 
they viewed it by 
moonlight,  
%soh 
Ow
 
Iihl iuiung 
through
 
lacy 
bricks  
which 
surrounded
 a 
large 
garden.
 The scene
 was  so 
perfect 
Jerri and 
Mrs. 
Hettinger
 
just stood 
awestruck
 
and 
stared 
into the two large 
reflecting 
pools.
 
Jerri reflected on the differ-
ences 
between
 the United  
States 
and India-- 
analogies 
were 
im-
possible, she thought, because 
she compared living in India to 
going back to before 
pioneer 
days in the
 U.S. 
FOLK 
Guitars -Banjos -Lessons 
RENT TO LEARN 
BENNER MUSIC 
TRY OUR PIZZA DELIGHT
 
Chicken
 Delight
  
1.39
 Shrimp Delight  1.39 
FREE DELIVERY  
1614 E. Santa Clara  251-2313 
Slie thought s ery rich 
and the very
 poor living side by 
side in India, with no evidence
 
of a 
middle class. And she 
thought of 
her own home in 
New 
Delhi 
which the 
embassy 
pro-
vided.  
As
 she stood in 
front of the 
mirror  eyeing 
the  new sari, 
she  
reminisced
 about the 
day  the 
rains  came, the 
day  the mon-
soons started. 
She had been 
swimming  a mile 
and a 
half  from her home when 
-nese  
rbrirto ;AO 
TRANSPLANTED "INDIAN --Junior 
nursing
 major Jerri Bet. 
fingermodels
 the sari she bought in India. She 
returned  to SJS 
in September. leaving behind her 
parents and 16 -year -old brother. 
Jerri's 
father is a Naval attache to India and Nepal with 
his  
office in the American 
Embassy.
 Part of his job is to fly digni-
taries 
around  the country. Several times Jerri
 has accompanied 
her dad to the Philippines, 
Bangkok Highlands, Saigon, Vietnam, 
Cairo, Saudi Arabia and Jerusalem. 
 
crimemnimenarrnmemmiRrrternrrerarnrarrffirrarim
  
a black 
cloud
 hung oser 
the sky. 
She dressed and
 started home. 
But
 
her 
wayward 
trek was 
halt-
ed 
when  
black and red  debris
 
erupted
 into 
whirlwinds
 which 
prevented 
sight. She just 
had 
time 
to pull off the
 road before 
the  rain 
pelted  down,
 causing 
the 
poor sewerage
 system 
to 
overflow.
 
The 
SJS 
nursing  major 
thought  
how 
lucky  she was to 
live in 
America 
but  to visit 
In-
dia 
as her second 
home while 
her 
father  is stationed there. 
CHAIRMAN ELECTED 
Dr. Harland Embree, associate
 ' 
professor
 of chemistry, 
has  
been
 , 
elected 
chairman  of the
 
Northern
 
Section 
of the 
California  
Associa-
tion of 
Chemistry  Teachers 
Open Tonite 'Til 9 
()BOOK 
J STORE 
PAUL CATALINA 
SAT.. DEC. 5th 
ONLY
 BAY AREA 
PRESENTS
 
THE
 
NEWT 
8:30
 
P.M.
 
APPEARANCE 
CHRI 
STY 
MINSTRELS
 
TONITE 
THRU 
DEC. 
7 
MASONIC  TEMPLE
 
1111 
Cold. 
St., S. F., Calif. 
Tickets
 on 
sale 
at
 
San 
lose  Box 
Office 
Mail 
Order  
Accepted  
$2.50,
 $3.50, 
$4.50  
SAFARI
 
ROOM
 
PRESENTS
 
GLENN
 
YARBROUGH
 
STORY AND 
WHITE  RD.
 
259-2962
 
Sr -'/Iti000loifoli. 
leses$40:KesoWle14,0,0,",,,/,'!elelf:"..
 
#.0"W'10'/.,"Wo'
 
Oay,o.41
 C 
ion  
Warmeri  
Nylon 
overlay,  white
-
trimmed 
and edged 
in blue. Sizes 8 to 14. 
$12.00
 
100% Virgin Kodel 
guilt with lace finished 
collar and cuffs. Blue 
and pink. Sizes S, M, 
L. $14.00 
"Con 
tem  
po,a
 ry 
aging for Cogge Cordi-
COTTAGE
 
CASUALS
 
438 E. William 
297-6725  
`,..014140W:WertliWitroVixt44414041.044-4141010540W.,/,...W060.414:011.4WWSWgx4W.01WW",
 
Visit  
the 
"Left
 Bank" 
History
 
Art 
sowneemwriiiimeskiwwwwwkmssisswismonenlimileaseeillaMI1110111111.1fluweeissralnalasswismainanix.111b.
 
Science
 
Literature 
Paperbacks "Dig 
& 
Pick"  
umananauan111111.1.111.1
 
now 
at 
Spartan  
Bookstore
 
ANNUAL
 FALL 
BOOK
 
SALE
 
SAVINGS
 UP 
TO 
7010
 
111.1=1111.1.1 
Booliotote,
 
"Right
 on 
Campus"
 
19 
OK 
IRE 
5th 
.E 
2 
ii 
* 
Special
 * 
(:(
 
H Ai' 
RATES 
To SJS Faculty 
and 
Students 
PleaSaid
 Hills
 
IS 
Hole
 
Regulation
 
$100
 
(Mon.
 ihru 
Fri.) 
0 
: 
press
 
Greens
 
Par 3 
Course 
$100 
(Daily 
including
 week -ends 
and holidays) 
Player:,
 
mu..t  pre,ent 
faculty
 
or student 
identification
 
Both 
Beautiful
 
Courses
 
2050 S. WHITE ROAD 
2 
Miles  
South of Story Road 
Phone. 
258-3361  
'Lady's
 Not
 for 
Burning'
 
To Open
 in 
College
 
Theater
 
'The 
Lady's  
Not  for 
Burn-
ing." by 
Christopher
 Fry, 
will 
open
 Friday 
night  in 
the 
Col-
lege
 Thea ter. 
The SJS
 drama
 
department's
 
production will  
continue
 on Sat-
urday and Dec.
 9, 10, 11 and 
12. 
Curtain 
time  is 
8:15.
 
Tickets
 are 
available  at 
the
 
College 
Theater Box
 Office. 
General 
admission  is $1.50, stu-
dents 75 
cents. 
The  play 
is the 
story 
of a 
man who 
moves to a 
small  town 
and 
demands  that 
he be hung 
for murder. lie
 then falls in 
love
 with a young 
girl who is 
accused
 of witchcraft and
 whose 
death by 
burning
 is planned. In 
the end 
the lovers have the 
same fate. 
Playing the part of Thomas 
Mendip,
 the man who asks to 
he hanged, will be Kurt Smith, 
Marian Stave will play  the part 
of Jennet Jourdemayne, the girl
 
accused of witchcraft.
 
The play will be directed by 
Elizabeth Loeffler,
 associate 
professor
 of drama, 
with
 the 
sets designed by 
Wendell John-
son, professor of drama. Cos-
tumes will be 
by Bernice Prisk, 
professor
 of drama. 
Other students
 in the east are 
Winterland  
Ski 
Center  
COMPLETELY REMODELED 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
3 
_ - 
' 
SKI EQUIPMENT - RENTALS - REPAIRS 
fr-ni 
M
 or SI; Ro 
5ii 
days
 and Dodge Ridge Busarama 
Open 
ovely
 
iii 
9 
p.m. 
WINTERLAND
 SKI 
CENTER
 
440 S. WINCHESTER AVE. 
SAN JOSE 
ACROSS f 
WINCHESTER 
MYSTERY  HOUSE 
PHONE 
244-0880  HARTEL
 MELLER, Manager 
 * 0 
*  * 
 *  *  *  *  *  
ALL 
COLLEGE  STOMP 
FRIDAY.  DECEMBER
 11 
 
 
Santa Clara
 County Fair
 Grounds 
 
 
 
Plus 
 
 
 
 
*  
* 
THE
 OLYMPICS
 
"HULLY GULLY" THE
 BOUNCE" 
THE 
MERCED  BLUE NOTES 
Admission
  
$1.50  
9 P.M. - 1 A.M. 
 *  *  *  *  *  *  *  
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Jesus 
Christ  Is Alive 
Today  
The tomb is  empty! The tomb in which 
the body of Jesus Christ 
was laid 
on the day of His crucifixion is empty. 
Three 
days 
after 
His 
burial 
Jesus was raised from
 
the dead according 
to His prediction and 
promise.
 
Perhaps you find the resurrection of 
Jesus Christ difficult to ladies.. 
You are not alone. Many students 
and professors who are now Christians 
were at 
one time skeptical of this great event. One 
of the 
most  
convinc-
ing evidences
 of the 
resurrection
 
is the
 fact that the 
disciples
 of Jesus 
spoke boldly of if, even 
though  it meant a martyr's death for most of 
them. 
These same disciples, fearful for their own safety,
 had earlier de -
sorted Jesus at the cross. Yet when they became convinced 
that
 Jesus 
had 
been raised from
 the
 dead (they 
walled, 
talked,
 and ate 
with Him 
following
 His 
resurrection),  they proclaimed the truth with 
such
 zeal
 and 
complete
 
abandonment
 that 
the decadent
 Roman 
Empire  
was 
shaken
 at 
its roofs. Within 
 generation
 Christianity had 
made
 
its 
impact  
on
 the 
world, including the household of Caesar. 
Now what does the resurrection mean to
 
the 
collegian
 of 1964? 
II 
is as important today as it was almost 2,000 
years  ago, for if Christ truly 
rose from the dead, then He 
is, indeed, the Son of God and all His 
promises
 are true and can be individually verified 
in 
experience.  He 
claimed
 that we have access to God
 through Him: "I am the Way, 
the 
Truth and the Life, no man comoth
 unto the Father but by me." (John 
14:6).
 
He
 
guaranteed  forgiveness and removal of 
all sin,
 pest, present 
and future. "And you, who were dead 
in trespasses and 
the 
uncircurn
 
cision of your flesh, 
God made alive together with Him, 
having forgiven 
us all our 
trespasses,  having cancelled  the bond 
which  
stood 
against  tu. 
with ifs 
legal demands: 
this He set
 aside, 
nailing  
if to 
the cross. 
Hu
 
disarmed the 
principalities  
and 
powers and 
made a public example of
 
them, 
triumphing
 over them in Him." 
(Colossians  2:13-15). 
Best of 
all 
He 
claimed that all who would 
believe Him, receive
 Him 
and
 follow 
Him would be joined here and now to Him and given eternal life as  
permanent
 possession to begin 
enjoying  
immediately:  "The 
wages  of sin 
is death, but the gift of 
God  is 
eternal
 
life, 
through  Jesus Christ our 
Lord." (Romans 6:231.  "And 
this is the testimony, 
that
 God
 
gave
 us 
ntnroel
 life. 
and  this Ma is in 
His 
Son. He who
 
has  the 
Son  has 
life; he 
who has not 
the Son has not 
lift" II John 
5:11-12).  
After 
His  
resurrection
 the 
living
 
Christ said to those who 
were
 
committed
 to Him: 
"All
 power in heaven and 
earth is 
given  
to me ... 
I will never 
leave  you nor forsake 
you.  I shall be 
with 
you  at all 
times
 
and on every occasion." 
(Matthew 28:1840). 
Jesus Christ, our Lord, is alive today. The most convincing way of 
establishing
 this fact to your own personal 
satisfaction
 is by inviting
 
Him  
to enter 
your 
heart and life as Master 
and Lord. 
Contemporary Christians on Campus 
Box 11791
 Palo Alto 
Ti 
3 
'mom miummonmun
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Si
 
 
Hooper,
 
Christopher
 Cur.. 
Robert
 
Ryan, 
Dan  
Zinvet
 mi. .1..1in
 
Mockett,  Louis 
Buses,  Jim Tel-
lefson and tare Ruggles. 
Fry's 
play is a 
poetic 
comedy.  
It was
 first 
pissluced
 in 
Eng-
land. Frons
 England it 
Caine  to 
the 
United
 States 
where  it 
hail 
a 
successful  run in New 
York,  
Light Opera
 Unit 
To Hold Auditions 
For New Musical
 
Ha:  Lilt 
Opera 
Company 
will  hold auditions for 
the British musical, "Stop the 
World, I Want to Get
 Off" 
Dec. 11-11; at 7:30 p.m. in the 
music room of Los Gatos High 
School. 
Parts are open 
for a 
tenor 
and for singer -dancers 
as
 well 
as 
several 
children, 
according
 to 
Paul Santos, 1961 SJS graduate, 
director of 
the forthcoming pro-
duction and president of West 
Valley Light 
Opera Company. 
"A new -style musical," 
the  
show is unusual for its 
exten-
sive use 
of
 
pantomime
 combined
 
with a Greek churns to narrate 
the action. 
Anthony Newley, who 
wrote 
the book, directed
 and starred 
in the show in the U.S. and 
abroad.
 Music and lyrics com-
posed by Leslie Bricusse include
 
"Once  in a Lifetime," "What 
Kind 
of Fool Am I?" 
and  "Gon-
na Build a 
Mountain."  
Conducting auditions will be 
Santos
 
and musical director 
Richard Gordon, who received 
his 
M.A. in music at SJS. The 
production staff will
 also con-
sist of Betty Poole, choreogra-
pher; Ruth Craig, costume de-
signer;
 James Corey, 
lighting 
designer; Frank Markert, busi-
ness manager, 
and  John Peter-
son,
 SJS student, rehearsal
 ac-
companist. 
Performances of "Stop 
the 
World,  I Want to 
Get Off'' are 
scheduled Feb. 5, 6, 12, 13, 19 
and 20 in the 
auditorium  of West 
Valley 
Junior  College, 
Campbell.  
Membership in the 
area's new-
est light opera 
company Is open 
to all area residents.
 Inquiries 
regarding  menitsn-ship
 or try-
outs
 are being
 answered 
at the 
West 
Valley Light
 
Opera
 office, 
379-5700. 
Vocal Music 
Concert 
Featured Tomorrow
 
iiucluu'I ii:ttic
 n -al mos... 
of 
Mozart.
 Handel,
 Gluck, 
Purcell  
and Bach among 
others,  a pro-
gram of vocal
 solos will be 
pre-
sented 
tomorrow at 
11:30  a.m. 
in 
Concert
 Hall. The 
concert is 
free to everyone. 
The 
soloists  are students
 of 
Maurine  Thompson,
 professor of 
music. 
They
 will he 
performing
 
music from 
Italian
 and German
 
opera,  English
 and 
Italian
 song 
literature and
 arias from 
can-
' 
HAVE  A "B" 
AVERAGE?  
If you 
received a "8" 
average 
last semester 
(high school or college) 
YOU 
CAN SAVE 
$50-5150
 
1
 
ON CAR INSURANCE 
This  
200/.,
 
discount
 is in 
addition
 to 
2 -car. compectcar,  and driver train 
mg 
discounts.  
CALL
PAUL J. SCOLA 
Off: 378-4123 
Res: 266-5908 
Irene  
Dalis 
Unable  
To 
Present  
Recital; 
Mandolin
 Orchestra
 
Refunds
 
Available
 
Refunds  on 
tickets purehastsl 
for 
Irene 
Dulls'  
mital  will 
be 
made today
 through
 Dee. 10 
al 
the Student
 Affairs 
Business  Of -
five,
 Ill. 
The famed 
opera  
star  
was 1.1 
sing in Concert
 
Hall
 
Monday  
night  under 
the spon-
sorship 
of the ASB's 
Spartan
 
Programs  
Committee.  
Miss Dolls,  
a native San 
Josean
 and a 1946 
SJS  graduate, 
developed
 laryngitis 
which ne-
cessitated 
cancellation of 
her 
campus apnea ranee. 
According
 to William M. Fox, 
executive secretary for 
campus  
cultural programs, Miss Dalis 
regretted her inability 
to per-
form and expressed the hope of 
appearing here
 sometime in 
the 
future. 
The 
world-renowned
 mezzo
 so-
prano, who has been 
appearing:  
in Los 
Angeles  with the 
San 
Francisco Opera Company. re-
turned last week to her parents' 
San Jose home. She attributes 
the laryngitis to the change ot 
weather. 
Upon 
recovery,  Miss Dalis will 
go to 
New  York to begin re-
hearsals for 
the Metropolitan 
Opera
 
Company's
 production
 of 
Saint-Saens'
 
"Sainsan
 
et De-
lilah." 
Repertory
 Group 
To Open New Play 
"Ten Nights in a Barroom." 
an old-fashioned melodrama, will 
Ire the third offering of the San 
Jose Actors' Repertory Theater's 
1964-65 season, Friday at 8!30 
p.m. at 25 W. San Salvador St., 
the group's new theater. 
The production will star Russ 
Tabbert in the 
role of Joe Mor-
gan,
 the drunkard. Tabbert 
has 
appeared in a 
number of local 
productions  with the Civic 
Play-
house,
 San Jose Theater Guild 
and San Jose 
Light Opera. 
Adopted from 
the novel by 
T. S. Arthur,
 the production
 de-
scribes the evils 
of drink in the 
trials  
and 
tribulations
 of those 
who 
succumb 
to
 drinking. It will 
be 
presented  in 
traditional  melo-
dramatie 
style, with a 
hero, in-
nocent
 heroine 
and 
sinister
 vil-
lain. 
Songs,
 dancing,
 and 
commu-
nity  singing 
will  accompany
 the 
play. 
Santa
 
Clara  
A 
Cappello
 
The
 5.15 A Cappella 
Choir  
under the direction
 of William J. 
Erlendson, professor of music, 
will perform in 
concert Friday 
night at 8:30 
with  the Santa 
Clara Philharmonic 
Orchestra. 
Second concert of the current 
season
 for the orchestra, the 
performance will be held 
at
 
Buchser
 
Auditorium,  3000 
Benton
 
St., Santa Clara. The concert is 
free to everyone. 
The  "Magnificat" in D 
Major 
for solo voices, chorus and or-
chestra,
 by C. P. E. Bach, the 
evenings' major work, will fea-
ture the A Cappello 
Choir with 
soloists Sharon Gilbert, soprano; 
Jennifer Chase, 
alto;  Darrel 
Gash, tenor,
 and Byron Thomas, 
bass.  
The 
first half of the
 program 
will feature the 
orchestra, under 
the 
direction of 
Dr. Gibson 
Walters, 
professor  of music 
and 
the
 group's conductor and
 musi-
cal director 
since  1960. Dr. \Vat-
tern also serves as the 
conductor 
of the College
 Symphony 
Or
-
chest ra. 
The  
orchetstra
 will 
open with 
the world premiere 
of
 
"Overture
 
Iftr
 
Orchestra"
 
tiy 
the
 
contempo-
rary young American 
composer
 
Robert  
G. 
Mayeur.  
Ile is 
cur-
rently 
engaged in 
graduate  studs 
at UCLA with
 Dr. Boris Krens-
enliev.  
Dr. Walters 
tiescribes  the new 
overture,  which was 
completed 
this 
past
 summer,  as 
"a 
tierfect
 
SALES/MARKETING  CAREER
 
PLRSONAL PRODUCTS
 CO. 
WILL 
BE ON CAMPUS
 DEC. 401 
TO INTERVIEW 
INTERESTED  APPLICANTS
 
SIGN
 
UP NOW 
AT
 
PLACEMENT  OFFICE 
Wednesday, Dee. 
2,
 
1961
 PARTAN  
DAII 
V
Performs  
Tonight  
10iI
 mil. list 
Club,
 a 
inando-
lin 
orchestra
 
composed  of stu-
dents from 
Japan's
 
Kul.)
 
versify, will 
perform
 ionic.ht
 sit 
8:15 
in Convert Ilan.
 
Featured wills 
the 
oreliestra
 
will 
be
 Mrs. 
Mitsako
 Toda, a cel-
ebrated 
Japanese  operatic 
No-
lwano.
 
Tiekets
 are 
available
 al the 
Student
 Affairs
 Business 
Office, 
131. Tickets are free to 
students  
and
 
faculty.  General
 
admission
 
is $1.50. The 
orchestra's  eampus 
aptiearance is 
sponsored by 
ASIt's Spartan Program 
Com-
mittee. 
The 
orchestra's  program 
will 
Include
 works ranging 
from 
elassical
 to 
popular 
selections,  
Guild's 
Production  
Of Shaffer's Play 
Features Students
 
Two 
SJS drama students and 
two
 SJS drama graduates are 
included 
in the cast of "Five 
Finger
 Exercise" 
which  will 
open  Friday at 8 
p.m. in Mont-
gomery 
Theater  of the 
Civic 
Auditorium by San 
Jose  Theater 
Guild. 
Currently 
attending
 San  Jose 
State are Joye
 Packard, 
sopho-
more 
from San 
Jose,  who 
will  
portray 
Pamela Harrington 
and 
Bob Franklin, 
senior from 
1.0-
ayette,
 who 
will he Olive Har-
rington. 
Graduates 
appearing 
in
 the 
play are Anne
 Morris 
as 
Louise  
Harrington,
 the 
mother,
 and 
W i I li a m 
Purkiss,
 as Walter 
Langer, the 
German 
tutor,  
Written by the 
contemporary 
English
 playwright
 Peter 
Shaf-
fer, 
the 
production,  
second  of 
the 
current
 1964-65
 season,
 will 
he
 
directed 
by 
Hypatia  
Internals  
She  was 
seen  in 
last
 year's 
Guild
 production
 of 
Archibald  
Macl.eish's  
"JR." 
"Five Finger
 
Exercise"
 will
 be 
repeated
 
Saturday
 and 
Dec. 11 
und  
12.
 
The 
play  has 
a serious
 tone 
with subtle 
notes.
 The 
Harring-
ton 
famils:
 is not
 a 
close
 
or 
uni-
fied
 one. 
Father 
is a 
self-made
 
furniture  
manufacturer
 
with  a 
social
-climbing
 
wife
 and 
arro-
gant  
son
 who 
is a 
mommy's
 
boy.
 
Philharmonic,
 
in 
Concert
 
and
 brilliant 
Open,' 
\Locus.
 
plans to 
be
 
present
 
a the pre-
miere of 
his  new score. 
Second selection
 
of
 
the 
pro-
gram will
 lie Smetana's
 "Vltava" 
("Moklau'1  from "My 
Father-
land."
 
All 
Philharmonic
 
niusiciatis
 
are 
professionals  and
 members 
of the 
American  
Federation
 of 
Musicians,  Local
 153. Dr. 
Wal-
ters has 
been
 with 
the 
orehestra  
since its 
formation
 in 
1950,  first  
serving 
as concert
 master 
until 
his  
appointment
 as 
conductor.
 
Other 
founding  
members 
also
 
include
 
Donald
 
Homuth,
 associ-
ate 
professor
 of 
music, 
as
 princi-
pal 
cellist,
 
anti  Wayne  
Sorenseii,
 
associate  
professor
 of 
music,  as , 
prineipal  oboe. 
; ,  
, 
I 
loaav
 
Dust."
 
'4, 
range  Irmo 
I 
Di," 
from 
to 
tiershvciti's 
Irian 
Porgs:
 
and  
Formed  
initially  in 
1910. 
Its:
 
1<clo 
Mandolin  Club 
has been 
tinder 
the
 
direction  of 
Tadashi
 
llal toil
 since he 
'swami.  the
 
con -
[Italia'
 in 
1931,  
Hattori 
is a 
pro-
fessor 
at liunitactii
 Music 
Sch,,::' 
In Japan.
 
For 
the current 
U.S.
 
concert
 
tour 4t of the 
more 
than
 
100  
inembers 
has'c  
come  from 
Tokyo  
under the
 
sponsorship,
 of 
the 
West 
San  Jose 
Kiwanis  
Club.  
Instrument.:  
comprising
 the or-
chestra include 
first  
and  
second  
inandolin,  
mandola 
contralto,  
mandola
 
tenore,
 
mando-cello,
 
guitar, 
string  bass, 
flute,
 clari-
net te and 
percussions.
 
Toda
 first came
 to the 
U.S. in 
1953 when she 
toured  
as 
 
primadonna
 of Puccini's
 "Ma-
dame 
Butterfly."  
Three
 years 
Islet'
 she
 .returned 
to sing in 
louring
 
tiroductions  
of 
"Madame
 
Butterfly"  
and
 'The 
Mikado."  
During her 
1956  visit she 
ap-
peared 
In the Ed 
Sullivan 
Show  
making  her 
the first 
Japanese  
musician
 on the
 program.
 A 
me; 
uses'
 
of
 Fujiwara
 
Opera  Com-
pany, Mrs. Toda
 is 
considered  
Japan's  
leading
 
primadonna.
 
I - 
 THE HUNT 
IS OVER ! 
 
 
1,11 !MC
 
hk 
;0 
Finally Bagged a 
Schmurking 
Ludt
 at 
345 1.a.i/ 
coed
 campus living from 
$10 a week 
297-2181 286-4220 
S, 
Special 
Discount  
to 
SJS  
Faculty 
& Students 
lust ersisont 
sour
 still or ASS
 stud 
Movie  & Still 
 Cameros
  
Supplies  
 Projectors 
 Equipment 
developing 
 printing 
rentals
  
repairs
 
PO South Via 
DAIS
 
tigis
 
cPnegeht
 
Mai  
a 
gitufte  
Superlative  matched 
diamond  
bridal 
sets, each 
hand-picked  
for the 
beauty of 
their  settings, 
the 
clarity,
 color and 
brilliance  
of the 
stones.  
Choose
 now, 
while 
our selection is still 
complete!  
From
 
W. .LIgAN 
eiveteri 
LL(N and JUNG 
SINCI.
 1904 
and 
5an  
t-o.ttettdt,
 
Downlown jar/ Jose 
open  
Ihur,.  
Lvenin
 9 
All 
realm/ Lot 
Tickets
 Validatecl
 
A 
Ho
 
N -Ill VI 
NEA 
BEAUTY
 
ON 
t.ANIPUS?
 
I 
hear  
she's a h.ot
 
number.
 
Sha;s  
aircooled
 ,and
 
works  in
 
four 
cycles.  
But 
what
 a 
looker 
--- 
telescopic  
nt forks and a 
swinging
 
rear
 
Oral
 suspensioni 
However, 
you  
will 
have
 a 
hard  lima 
catching 
her. 
She 
travels  at 60 
mph' dt only 
180 
mpg. If you 
WoUld  like to have 
a 
date 
with her ever'Y, fee,
 see  
us 
immediately! 
HOUSE  
OF 
3489 
El
 Camina 
PALO 
ALTO  
HONDA
 
327-4215 
9111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110011111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.-
III; 
MI1111111111111  
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ANNLCA
 I 
MA ALL GREEK SHOW 
Sainrd:
 
DEC.
 ',ill 7:30 P.M. 
SAN JOSE CIVIC 
AUDITORIUM  
Donation - 50a 
Proceeds
 to Charity
 
TICKETS NOW ON SALE! 
SfudenfAffoirs 
Bus. Office 
71111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111110111111111101111111111111111111111.7
 
HOWARD
 
TOURS
 
ORIGINAL
 
MOW  
$UM 
TOUR
 
TO 
HAWAII
 
56
 
DAYS
 
, 
$549,
 
plus 
$9
 tax
 
RolOY,Gi 
este  TM 
- !he 
in 
the
 
vv,
 
Lest  
0 
hear  
about
 
it 
Includes  le 
,o.,
 
Odli'P 
Ti 
taidoin,
 
(Ps
 
ce^  
an0,7:e.e..yrno.
 
0,o;
 
' 
,  ,, y 
APPLY
 
Mrs. 
Margaret  
Erickson
 
360 E. 
Reed  St. 
San  J3se, 
Ca!ifornia  
Tee.
 292-7303 
HOWARD
 
TOURS
 
to.   
6SP
 
ART4'q  
D411 Y 
Wednesday,I
 
Saffold,
 
Newell
 
Lead
 
Cagers
 
to Opening 
Win 
By
 DAVE
 PAYNE
 
Guard Pete 
Newell  
and  
forward
 
S. T. 
Stabil('
 tallied 
DI 
iield
 
rods 
Moyer Bros. 
Music  
 Guitar 
Lessons  
 
Folk 
Music  
Largest
 
selection
 
of
 
guitars
 in town.
 
84
 E. 
San  
Fernando
 
298-5404 
Ida's
 Neiv 
Shop 
Is Now 
OPEN!
 
Sunday Sy 
Appt. 
Daiiy 9-6 Mon. and Thurs. 'til
 1 
 
 
May  and June
 
ODRA 
I I 
\\ 
lien
 the ()era   is 
Formal  
\\ ear a 'En\ From JD -'S 
IALL
 NEW 
DINNER JACKETS 
PANTS, 
SHIRTS,  CUMBERBUNDS 
I AND ACCESSORIES
 - 8.50 RENTAL FEE 
- \ NTA CLAUS
 SUITS Mit 
HENT  
I'  
I 
of 
Mir  Nes Shop 
Come
 lo and Ste
 It! 
IDA'S
 'Ill XEDO 
S. 
1,1  
Sr. 
I 
9102 
9 8 c E X P E R T
 
LUBRICATION
 
REWARD!
 
$10  
REWARD
 IF WE MISS 
A 
FACTORY  
INSTALLED  
GREASE  
FITTING
 
Tire 
Repairs   
Battery  
Charge
  Brake
 Adiustinent
 98c 
Tire Rotation
 35c per 
wheel  
Save
 on Oil 
Filters!  
Fully 
Guaranteed  
Recaps $7.48
 IssI2ES:_r
 
Black  
S 
Exchange
 
PURITAN OIL 
CO.,
 
6th & Keyes
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between
 
them  
to lead
 the 
SJS 
ihaskethallers
 
to 
an 
opening  
77-89 
%sin 
nser
 the 
Alumni
 in the 
Spar-
tan 
clyrn  
last  
night.  
Satohi  
was  the 
game's 
high 
scorer  
with  26 
points,
 HI 
nod  
goals
 and 
six  free 
throws,
 while 
Newell
 tallied
 21. 
Alumni  
center  Joe 
Braun, 
cur-
rently  
playing
 for 
the San 
Fran-
cisco
 Olympic
 Club, 
was high 
for 
the
 visitors
 with 
22. 
Although
 former 
Spartan  star
 
Vance
 Barnes 
was held 
to six 
points,  he 
entertained
 the crowd
 
with 
some
 fancy shooting
 and ball 
handling. 
Last
 night's 
contest  was 
a 
good tune-up for
 the varsity In 
readying
 for 
tomorrins
 night's 
flit -cling
 
with 
Stanford
 :it (isle
 
Audit.
  
A large 
moult is 
expected 
to he 
on 
hand for 
the  
SJS-Stanford
 
tip
-
oil at 8 p.m. 
The 
Indians 
inaugurated  
th. 
season
 last night
 with a 
6)-60  ut 
over
 Santa Clara. 
Spartan
 head 
coach  Stu 
Innt
 
used 11 
players 
against  I I, 
Alums. 
He was happy 
with  
JL 
team's overall play, 
especially
 
42.4 
per cent 
shooting  
average.
 
San  Jose's 
biggest 
lead of 
Or
 
night
 was 13  
points. The 
Alumni 
was never
 out of 
the game, 
stay-
ing 
from six 
to 10 
points
 behind 
most of 
the second
 
halt  
Powerful
 
St. Louis
 U. 
The 
Spartans
 held
 a 40-36 
half- 
free  throws 
in the 
last 
two  min -
time 
lead. 
utes of play
 to break a 
tie and 
In the 
preliminary
 
game,  Pete
 give the Spartan 
JV's 
a 50-46 so
 
ii 
Konrad
 
hit a 
jump shot and two user the SJS Flush. 
Dave
 
Payne 
Daily Sports Editor 
USC
 
Tops N.D.So What? 
Beavers 
Go to Rose 
Bowl
 
With  93 seconds 
remaining  in the game, 
USC quarterback 
Craig 
Fertig rifled a 
fourth down 
touchdown
 pass to Rod
 Sherman that 
Dumps
 
partan  
ooters
 
.,ve the Trojans a 
clinching
 2037 win over 
Notre Dame and a 
Rose  
Coach Julie 
Menendez'  visiting 
Spartan soccer 
team was elimi-
nated from 
the NCAA quarter-
finals Saturday
 by undefeated 
St.  
Louis
 University, 
5-0. 
The  defending 
champion
 Billi-
kens 
battle
 Michigan State, 
while  
Army tackles Navy in 
the  semi-
finals 
at
 Brown University,
 Provi-
dence, R.I., 
tomorrow.  Winners will 
vie 
in the finals for the 
collegiate 
title Saturday. 
San Jose State, 
Northern  Cali-
fornia  Intercollegiate League 
ti-
tlist and winner of 
the Far West 
Championship, finished 
with a 
10-3-2 
record, its best  in 
history. 
"We 
were beaten by 
a better 
team," explained
 an unhappy 
but 
certainly not 
disgusted
 Menendez 
after  returning by plane 
from
 St. 
Louis.  "St. Louis is as 
good a 
:earn as I've ever 
seen,"
 he added. 
The 
Billikens 
connected  on 
two
 
close 
penalty shots early in 
the 
game to take
 a 2-0 halftime 
lead. 
They
 scored three 
more goals 
in
 
the 
third quarter to put the 
game 
,iit of 
the  reach of the 
hustling,  
1,it  unlucky 
Spartans. 
San Jose lost defensive 
specialist 
Drive-in
 
and Dining 
Room Service 
T 
1CO
 
S 
TACOS
 
Phone  
Orders
 CY 
7-8421 
In 
a cooking rut? 
Then  dine at 
Tim's where you can
 choose 
from 
either Mexican dishes
 or 
delicious
 American snacks. 
4th and St. James 
$teve 
Locei  near 
the end 
of the 
first 
quarter,  then 
left wing 
Bob 
Salazar 
minutes  later. 
Both were 
ejected  for 
body  
contact.
 
St. Louis 
lost  three 
players  via 
the 
same
 route, 
but  superior 
bench 
strength 
enabled  the 
Billikens  to 
win. 
U.S. 
Olympic
 team 
member 
Carl
 
Gentile 
scored three 
goals, two 
on
 
penalty 
shots. 
The score
 wasn't 
indicative  
of
 
the 
closeness
 of 
the
 game,
 accord-
ing 
to Menendez.
 The 
Spartans  
kicked one more 
goal attempt than 
the 
Billikens,
 but
 couldn't get 
the 
hall into the 
nets. "We 
just
 
couldn't 
score,"
 moaned 
Menendez.  
Seniors 
Al Korbus 
and Efiok 
Akpan  are 
thr only 
members  of 
the 
team
 that 
won't  return 
next 
year. 
The
 
entire 
defense
 sparked 
by Loeci will 
return,
 plus 
some
 
fine 
newcomers  
and good 
prospects  
from the 
JV team, 
which  finished 
with 
a 7-2 
reeord.  
Top 
Racket  
LONG 
BEACH,  alif. (UPI)
Billy 
Jean Moffitt, 
currently  the 
top ranked 
U. S. women's tennis 
player, appeared in 
11 tourna-
ments, 
the  Wightman Cup 
and 
Federation Cup 
In 1963 and com-
piled u 
.851 percentage, winning 
40
 of 
47
 
matches.  
RENT A 
TYPEWRITER  
Special
 
Student
 
Rates
 , 
iii Oregon for 
Troy). 
3 
MOS. $18 , 
USE 
()II:
 tH 
\I 
TO 011 I'l IN 
0014teda"..beR::(
 
rsUS,Ne93
 MAGI-NNE"  
AND 
.OFFICE,
 
EQUIPM
 N 
Bowl 
bid. 
Wait a minut&  
we
 jumped to a conclusion.
 The first part of 
this statement
 is reality, the 
latter
 part, a preconception.
 
Approximately two hours
 alter last Saturday's 
game. the faculty 
representatives 
of the eight AAWU
 schools took a 
vote and an-
nounced
 that Oregon State
 University would 
represent the West 
Coast
 In the Rose Bowl,
 against Michigan,
 on New Year's
 Day. 
Los 
Angeles  reaction 
(home of CSC):
 WHAT!!! 
Corvallis 
reaction
 (home of
 OSU): No  
kidding?
 
"This is one of the 
rankest injustices 
ever  perpetrated in 
the
 
field of intercollegiate
 athletics," 
cried  USC athletic 
director  Jess Hill. 
"We're happy 
to represent the AAWU 
in the Rose Bowl," 
said
 
OSU
 head coach
 Tommy 
Protho. 
These were 
the  reactions to one of the 
most surprising decisions 
involving the
 New Year's
 Day classic.
 
 
 
The past few days, 
wire services and 
publications  have Indi-
cated that the 
vote  among the 
AAWU
 /44.11100iN ended 
in a 4-4 tle
the California representatives
 going for the Trojans
 and the North-
west universities
 agreeing on
 OSII. 
The truth 
of the matter is, no one
 knows, except AAWU 
pub-
licity director Tom Hansen and 
other conference officials. 
Hansen, 
in an interview with this 
writer Monday night, said 
the 
details  of the vote have not 
been revealed, in accordance
 with a con-
ference 
policy. 
It's no secret
 that the Trojans aren't loved
 by members of the 
AAWI'. They've always 
been
 the West Coast's closest 
match to the 
rough
-house
 football played by the 
Big Ten, which may be 
consid-
ered too rough for 
other  members of the AAWU, with 
the excep-
tion of 
Washington. 
Because 
of
 this, and numerous other personal
 prejudices held 
by schools against USC,  there are 
football  experts and followers who 
think the vote was 
7-1 for OSU. The one vote for USC 
apparently 
was 
its  own. 
We believe 
that
 the vote was a 4-4 tie, 
California  schools for 
USC  and the Northwest for OSU, 
for  the following reasons, school 
by school: 
USC: It wouldn't vote for OSU. 
UCLA: The 
Trojans
 soundly whipped the Bruins. 
Cal: USC edged the Bears (Cal might
 have voted for OSU, 
since Troy didn't
 overwheint 
 104 - .Stanfurd:
 ESC edged the
 Indians:
 
the, 
latter 
team 
didn't 
have  
notch 
trouble
 the following week beating OSU, 
16-7.  
OSU: It wouldn't vote for USC. 
WSU: The Beavers bonthed 
the Cougars. 
sis 
Oregon: OS1! scored with 54 seconds remaining in the game, 
sinning 7-6 (the Ducks could have voted 
for USC since OSU didn't 
show theft that muchbut it's a known fact that there's no love 
Washington: The Huskies defeated USC, 14-13; they lost to 
OSU,
 9-7. 
The AAWU rule reads, "in case of a tie in the votes of the 
,smference schools, the team which last appeared in the Rose Bowl 
i- 
eliminated."
 
Oregon State's last appearance was In 1957, USC's In 1963. 
  
Northern California
 lineman of the year, Stanford's Jack 
.Chapple, played against USC and OSU. 
In 
an
 interview last Monday night, Chapple
 said he 11  ght 
ESC was the better tram. He said OSU was only a better funda-
mental 
team than the Trojans. 
"USC is a trickier team,"
 Chapple related. "They 
are  the type 
- 
- - 
''-.1.!-I-SOZ-Y3W-.-./AZOWSWiLt.U.T.1-ZUr,E-...L.StRTIUZ_XUROWIRAZALLE
 body. 
"Oregon  State, when
 we played 
them, ran 
every play we 
expected
 
them to. We 
watched  game movies 
on OSU the 
week before 
the 
game and because 
of this knew 
everything 
they were
 doing 
against  us. I 
couldn't  see 
much
 
variety." 
It 
would be 
a good Idea
 for 
coach Tommy
 Protho to 
find some 
new 
plays 
before
 the 
Michigan 
encounter,
 or else. 
   
True, 
OSU's  8-2 
record  was 
bet-
ter than 
USC's  7-3. But, 
Los An-
geles 
State  was 
10-0 this 
year. 
The 
caliber 
of 
competition
 one
 
plays 
has much 
to do in 
deter-
mining 
the final
 record. 
Let's hope
 that the
 coast's 
sec-
ond
 best 
can 
uphold
 the 
glory 
of the
 West 
against 
the Big 
Ten 
on Jan. 1. 
CHOOSE TIE FINEST 
170 South Second 
-  - - 
- - - 
of team that can knock 
over  any -
DIAMONDS
 WORTHY OF PRIDE
 AND 
ASSURANCE
 
4714;5/1-..)111 
111111111 
When
 it  
comes
 to diamonds  
 
 
you'll
 
In SOUTH
 
FIRST 
sr.,  
downtown
 
11111 
& 
COUNTRY
 
VILLAGE
 
Open Mon.. Thurs. 
& Fri. 'til 9 
alCIDDING
 
BANDS...
 
Brides-to-be
 - see these 
rings!  They are 
four
 of 
the newest, finest, 
solid  
natural
 gold
 wedding 
rings
 to be found.
 They are 
extra  weight, 
extra  
precise 
in
 craftsmanship.
 Proctor's 
is proud
 
to
 
offer them
 - you 
will
 be proud 
to wear one 
... 
for Ii,,' rest 
of
 your life! 
A. 
32.95    
Groom's 
matching
 ring 
34.95  
B. 
125.00    
Groom's
 
matching  
ring
 
125.50
 
C 
88.50    
Groom's
 
matching  
ring
 11.51
 
D. 
55.00   
Groom's
 
matching  
ring 
55.50 
NO
 
MONEY
 
DOWN
 
TERMS
 
TO
 
SUIT
 
YOU
 
'ewe/etc
 
RENT 
TYPEWRITERS 
Standard  
PoriaLle   Electric 
As 
littl
 
.s 
20(  
per day 
Modern Office 
Machine 
Company 
124 E. San Fernando
 293 5283 
Next 
door
 to Cal Book Store) 
Crest
 
Poe  
fillap  
COMPLETE SELECTION
 
OF PIPES
 
We 
offer  you, 
"The 
Smoker"
 the 
most
 complete assortment
 of pipes
toba rce-6
 ig a 'scigaretteslighters 
A 
ccssories 
;or every 
type of 
smoker.
 Smoking is not a side
-line  
with 
it is a 
SpeCialty.
 
47 North First Street 
CV 7-0463 
Roleria
 3 
286 
So. 
let  
Si.
 
Your Clift 
Featuring:
 
Sportswear 
Eve   g wear 
Daytime fashions 
All 
at popular  
college 
prices 
*Free  
Gift
 
Wrapping  
Kaleidoscope  Books 
NOW OPEN 
The Movement
 
by Lorraine Ilansberry 
among our books on the 
struggle for human rights. We 
also have many other paper 
backs not 
generally available. 
919 
N. 13th St. San 
Jose
 
Kaleidoscope Books 
292-9)91 
Vat& 
Ile 
HEARING
 
About  
Far  
Right
 
and
 
Far
 
Left  
meet  
on 
the
 
Campus
 
in 
this  
challenging
 
novel
 
by
 
Robert
 
Easton
 
Alr.Vally 
and  Lodin
 
/ 
Publishers
 
AT 
YOUR BOOKSTORE 
***********************************************
 
PLAYMATE
 
OF
 THE 
MONTH 
s,
 
 
, 
.,racii
 , Sharon will 
pose for 
pictures  with 
visitors
 
at the
 Vespa showroom. 
Lucky 
visitors will 
receive  
FREE
 
print  
photos. Come
 early! 
*************************************************
 
Meet
 
Sharon 
Rogers, 
Playboy
 
Magazine's
 
Date:  
Saturday,
 
Dec.  5 
Time:
 
12:30
 p.m. to 430 p.m. 
Place: 
Al 
Ruiter's
 Vespa Scooter
 Showroom 
Address:
 607 
Auzerais Ave. at 
Bird,  San Jose 
 
Wednesday, Doc. 2, 1964 
SPARTAN
 DAILT-7
 
Spardi 
Gets  
the  
Last  Laugh . 
. 
. by Sullivan'
 
4 
6 
ALL'S
 
WELL  THAT 
ENDS
 
WELL"
 
AilA 
TIME  
who* 
AIRLINES  
Call
 286-N62 
A SCHEDULED 
AIRLINE 
MffifflffiffiffiffiffifflIM
 
SEE! 
FIVE FINGER 
EXERCISE  
by Peter Shaffer 
A San lose Theater Guild Production 
Nov. 27, 28 and Dec. 4, 5, 11, & 12 
at 8:30 P.M. 
Montgomery
 TheatreCivic Auditorium 
Tickets: $2.00, $1.50 & $1.00
 
Tickets are on sale at 
Banner Play 
Bureau, 522 S. Beacons, PHONE: 
293-8548
 or at the theatre 
box  office 
at 7:30 on performance nights. 
Re-
serve your seats now for this exciting 
modern 
drama! 
MM@EMOMOM
 
TYPE  IT 
 40.1.14
 
and 
at
 the same 
time help 
YOUR 
STUDENT  
FUNDS  
 Typewriters 
are located! 
on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 
5th  floors of the library. 
 You Pay Only 25c
 for 40 
minutes!
 
 20% of 
gross  receipts 
goes to your Student Body 
Funds! 
mm.o.momm.t.wwAmm  
1 
61/4)LIP,
  
0 
Spartan
 
Harriers  
Fourth
 
Without
 Favorite 
Murphy  
The defending national cham-
pion San Jose State cross-country 
team, beset by injuries to 
Danny  
Murphy, Phil Darnall, and Joe 
Neff, 
finished  fourth in the
 West 
Coast Championships won by Stan-
ford on its own course Saturday. 
Tom Tuite received a medal for 
his 11th
 place finish in 
the 50 man 
field. Sophomore Dave
 Lower, 
who finished 14th, ran the best 
race of his life. 
Stanford, whose low score of 20, 
defeated second
 place UCLA by 4 
points, lost the
 
first  
two
 places 
to 
UCLA,  but had four men 
finish
 in 
the top 15. UCLA's
 Bob Day, who 
defeated 
teammate  Dick 
Weeks  
for
 
the  individual 
championship, 
handed 
Weeks  his first defeat 
of 
the 
season.
 Stanford's Harry 
Mc
-
Calla was
 
third. 
If a comeback 
performance of 
the year 
award  was 
presented,  
Spartan Dave 
Lower would 
have  
been 
the  
recipient.
 Lower, 
who  
finished in 
14th place, 
with
 14 
runners
 participating,
 in the 
SJS-
Barklind  First 
In 
Turkey  Trot 
Novice Dan Barklind
 won the 
overall 
Turkey  Trot 
event
 last 
Tuesday
 to win a 
turkey.  
Sponsor 
Alpha  Phi 
Omega
 serv-
ice 
fraternity  
awarded
 the large -
organization 
championship 
trophy 
to 
Sigma Pt 
fraternity,  which 
had 
73.4 
per  cent of its 
eligible men 
finish the race 
in 30 minutes, or 
under. 
Beaver
 Patrol won the 
intra-
mural trophy 
for organizations.
 
Art Burkhard 
of
 Markham Hall 
won the 
Open division title with a 
time of 17.04
 and finished 
second  
behind Barklind,
 timed in 17 min-
utes  
flat.  
Don
 Endsley finished second in 
the Open event, 
while Owen Hoff-
man  of Markham Hall 
came in 
third.  
Bob 
Baxter and Jay Vaughn fin-
ished
 second and third
 respectively 
in 
the Novice division 
behind
 
Barklind.  
PALM
 
GARDENS
 
No twist, 
No swim, 
No
 jazz. . 
Just 
a friendly 
atmosphere  
and good 
booze! 
IN THE
 
HEART  
OF
 
CHINATOWN
 
250 
JACKSON
 
SAN JOSE 
Stanford 
dual meet 
a month ago,
 
finished 
19th again 
Saturday, 
but 
he 
competed  against 
50 runners. 
SJS Dumps  
SDS  
in
 Last 
32 
Seconds
 
San Jose State barely finished 
Its 
1964 football season with a sur-
prising and well earned upset win 
over San Diego State, 
20-15,  last 
Saturday night before 7,000 
fans 
at
 Spartan Stadium. 
The 
Spartans  defeated the high 
scoring Aztecs without backs 
Charlie Harraway and 
John  Travis 
who were 
sidelined
 due to 
injuries.  
Tackle Bill Holland left the game 
in the
 first 
period  with a bad  knee 
and SJS' other tackle, Brent
 
Berry, 
played  the 
game
 with
 
a 
cracked wrist suffered in the first 
quarter. 
Berry's injury was not known 
until X-rays revealed the fracture 
Tuesday.
 
Ray Lychak and Dave Johnson,
 
injured earlier in the year, were 
other SJSers
 who watched 
the 
game 
from the
 stands. 
848 won 
the game with 32 
seconds 
remaining
 to be played
 
when 
quarterback Ken Berry 
passed to 
Bob Bonds in the end 
zone from 15 
yards out. 
Bonds 
catch 
was 
a beaut, but 
didn't surpass 
the  supremacy of 
John Owens diving catch of a 
Berry aerial for long yardage to 
the SDS 15 
yard  line in the Spar-
tans' drive for the winning TD. 
The win finished a disappointing 
4-6 year
 for 
the  
Spartans,
 but 
looking 
at
 things from the 
brighter  
side, they completed the year with 
a two -game 
winning  streak. 
Fullback herb Engel was the 
&IS 
backfield
 workhorse. Ile 
scored one t  Ialoon and 
gained 
Pros 
Draft  3 Spartans 
Brent 
Berry  Top Gridder
 
Tackle Brent Berry was named 
San Jose State's player of the 
year for the 1964 
season at a Monday evening awards program 
spon-
sored by the football writers 
association  and the Palo Alto Live Oaks. 
Berry, a 6-4, 240
 lb. Junior from Cupertino, received 
his award 
from Spartan head coach
 Bob Titchenal, who 
hailed  the award
 winner
 
an "a real
 fine lineman." 
Other  Spartan footballers 
making the news over 
the  weekend, 
Involving the 
professional  football drafts, 
were  Berry, and senior ends
 
Bob Bonds and Dave 
Johnson. 
Berry was drafted a year in
 ads arks as the Los Angeles Rams'
 
(NFL)
 Illth choke. 
Bonds  was selected as the
 NFL St. Louis Cardinals'
 fifth choice 
while the AFL's 
Kansas City Chiefs chose
 him on their fourth 
round. 
Johnson,  who was 
sidelined
 for the season 
due  to a broken hand 
suffered 
In the Stanford game,
 was the Baltimore
 Colts' fourth se-
lection.
 
MS 
currently has 
six  grads in the 
pro+
-ranks --three in 
the NFL, 
one AFL, and two 
Canadian League. 
Leon Donahue
 and Dan 
Colchico  are 
with  the San 
Frandsen  
49ers; 
Walt  Roberts, 
Cleveland
 Browns; 
Art  Powell, Oakland
 Raiders; 
Cass 
Jackson, 
Saskatchewan  
Roughriders;
 and Mack 
Burton, Van-
couver, 
B.C.,  Lions. 
nearly 1041 
yards on 
the night 
with 
numerous,  
carries.  
San Diego
 opened the scoring in 
the first 
period  when Rod 
Dow-
hower
 lofted a nine 
yard sideline' 
pass  to end 
Gary 
Garrison,
 who 
then romped
 the 
final 18 
yards. 
The PAT
 was 
good. 
The initial 
TD
 was 
set up by 
Dowhower  on 
passes  of 27 yards 
to Art 
Delvaux  and a 21 
yard toss 
to 
Garrison  
that
 would 
have  gone 
for the 
touchdown  
except for
 a 
clipping penalty 
at the SJS 28. 
Midway 
in the 
second 
quarter,
 
Brent  
Berry
 
recovered
 a 
SDS 
fumble
 on 
the  
Aztec
 41. 
Ken 
Berry  
fired
 pass 
c 
Bons
 of 7, 8 
and 19 
yards  before 
Engle  
went
 the 
final two 
yards  
for  the 
touchdown.
 The 
drive  
took  
seven
 plays.
 Bob 
Patterson
 
converted. 
The 
Aztecs  took 
the kickoff 
and 
drove 
down 
to
 the 
Spartan  
one 
yard
 line 
before  a 
determined
 SJS 
defense
 
stopped
 them.
 Dennis 
Parker,
 Bob
 
Bonds,  
and 
John
 
Scott made 
the 
initial
 
stop  on 
Jim 
Allison's
 try 
for the
 end 
zone 
on 
a drive
 off 
right  
tackle.  
The 
teams left 
for 
the  
intermis-
sion 
in a 7-7
 deadlock.
 
San  
Diego  
scored 
in 
the 
third  
quarter  
on an 
87 
yard
 drive
 in 
six  
plays,  
capped  
off  by 
Allison's  
59 
yard  
scoring  
jaunt.
 The 
Aztecs 
tallied
 a two
-point 
conversion
 on a 
Dowhower pass. 
SJS came 
back  in the 
fourth  pe-
riod 
with a 53 
yard TI) 
drive in 
11 
plays. 
Berry 
sneaked
 over 
from
 the 
one yard 
line for 
the  
touchdown.
 
Berry's
 
attempted
 PAT
 pass 
to
 
Bonds 
was batted
 away 
by
 Clifton 
Kinney 
and the 
Spartans  
were
 be-
hind, 15-13, 
with 7:41 
left in the 
game.
 
US? 
TOPS 
OW
 
Pre -season 
WCAC 
basketball  
fa-
vorite  USF 
opened 
with  a 
66-58
 
win 
last
 night over 
Oregon State 
on the
 loser's 
court.  
Gorgeous  
Gifts 
ty efizateg
 
London Paris
 New  York 
Blue 
Grass 
Memoire cherie 
1.00 to 10.00 
4.00 to 
12.00 
TENTH ST.
 PHARMACY 
Tenth & Santa Clara 
Advt. for Falstaff 
Brewing
 Corp. of San 
Jose,  
Calif.,
 who believes 
that everything 
should  be made with loving careincluding
 
splendid
 beer. 
/4,--NTARTAN  
DAILY 
Wednesday, nee 2. 1984 
4 
i( 
)4:   
NOW!
 
XMAS 
CARDS*  
GET
 YOUR 
P.S.: Have them imprinted 
in 48 hours! 
cpartatt SookAtore 
"Right on 
Campus"
 
Mississippi
 State
 at 
Mississippi
 
While 
SJS  is on Christmas Vacation. 
PSA  
will
 be 
operating more than 1,000 flights to help you 
,njoy the holidays  May we serve you? 
FLY
 
PSA  
Los
 Angeles (55 min.)   
$13.50
 
F.,,,
 
San Diego (75 min.)  $19.85
 
71.0:  
For
 Reservafions Call 761-0818 or See Your Local Travel Agent 
Colorado State
 at Hawaii 
picah
 ut 
34r \ 
24*d*-
 
4C
 
rize 
FREE
 
Jet
-powered 
ronnd-trip  
flight to Los
 
Angeles 
on I'S 
Runner-up Prizes
 Tickets 
to
 
United  
Artists
 
Theater  
ert 
Here's
 How
 
You  
Enter  
I. 
Watch  
the 
Spartan 
Grid Picks 
page 
in
 the 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
every
 
Wednesday
 for 
your
 
entry 
blanks.
 
2. 
Fill
 
out  the entry blanks by 
listing
 the 
asterisk  
(*) 
MERCHANDISE  
SPECIAL
 
found  
in 
each
 of 
the sponsor's ads and select your 
grid 
picks 
by 
marking
 the appropriate
 
box.
 To 
receive credit
 for 
a tie game, you 
must
 
predict
 
it by 
marking
 the "tie" 
box. 
Do 
not 
neglect to 
indicate  
your
 answer to the 
special
 
tie-braker  
question 
each
 
week. 
Do not 
indicate  
any 
scores.  
3. Complete
 
your entry
 by printing your  name,
 
address,  
telephone
 number 
and
 
A.S.B.  
Card 
Number on the entry blank. 
4. Bring your 
entries
 
to 
Room
 
J207  in the 
Journalism
 
Building
 
between
 the
 hours of 
1:30  
p.m. 
and  4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, 
Thursday
 
or
 Friday.
 NO 
ENTRY  
WILL  
BE 
ACCEPT-
ED AFTER 4:30 
P.M.  ON FRIDAY. DO 
NOT 
MAIL 
YOUR
 
ENTRY.  
5. Watch for the 
winners in next week's 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY.  
DO NOT
 CALL OR 
COME 
IN PERSON
 TO 
THE 
SPARTAN  
DAILY 
OFFICE
 
TO
 FIND
 OUT 
THE  WEEK'S 
WINNER.  
THE WINNER WILL BE 
NOTIFIED. 
PANORAMIC
 NIGHT 
VIEW of 
San  
Francisco 
Beautiful 
silk screen 
reprints.
 8" x 41" 
$125
 
CALIFORNIA
 BOOK
 CO. 
134
 
East San 
Fernando 
LA. 
Rams 
at S.F.
 49ers 
Christmas
 Gifts
 for 
the  
Family
 
Revlon, 
Yardley,
 Coty, 
Max 
Factor,  
Colonial
 
Dames,
 
Shulton,  Du 
Barry, 
Old 
Spice,  
Yorktown,
 English Leather, 
King's 
Men,
 Sportsmen,
 Citation
 
&14,,Zeirl~
 
C----P.117i1TMACY
 
518
 South 10th 
N.
 Y. Jets 
at
 San Diego
 Chargers
 
Men's
 
PENDLETON  SHIRTS*  
Long Sleeve. Sizes S -M -L -XL. 
14.95
 
Buffalo Bills at Oakland Raiders 
This 
is the last week
 of 
Spartan 
Grid Picks. 
The sponsors of the
 
Grid 
Picks  hope you 
have  enjoyed 
this
 
special
 football
 contest. 
COLUMBIA
 
RECORDS
 
PRESENTS  
IGOR 
STRAVINSKY*
 
Boston 
Patriots
 at 
Kansas  
City
 Chiefs
 
HOUSE 
OF I 
RECORDS
 
3rd & San
 Fernando 
 1 Block
 Off 
Campus
 
TRADITIONAL
 
BLAZERS*
 
Blue,
 Black,
 
Olive,  
and  
Camel.  
Reg. 
$39.50  
Vaughn's
 
price  
. . 
fte 
G
I. 
r 
. $25.67 
121 
S. 4.1.11 
CY 
2-7611
 
Detroit
 Lions 
of 
Baltimore
 
Colts  
$125
 
ONE
 
MEDIUM
 
CUGGINO'S
 
SALAMI*
 
PIZZA
 
When  You Bring 
In
 This Ad 
Good For
 Wednesday Only 
862 
North  13th 
 292.8119
  We 
Deliver 
Minnesota 
Vikings at New
 York Giants 
ARE  
YOU  
SURE 
YOUR
 
BRAKES
 
ARE 
IN 
GOOD  
SHAPE?
 
COMPLETE
 
BRAKE
 
SERVICE*
 
78 So.
 4th 
SILVA SERVICE 
295-8968
 
LATE FOR 
CLASS?
 WE'LL PARK 
IT FOR YOU 
Cleveland
 Browns at St. Louis
 Cardinals 
It
 
PEARLS`  
WILL  PLEASE
 
HER! 
Philadelphia 
at Dallas 
275 
c,nuth
 
First 
Next to 
U/A Theater
 
Lowest
 
Gas 
Prices
 
245 Keyes 
498
 South 
4th 
10th
 & Taylor 
Puritan
 
Oil 
Co.
 
Now Playing 
"ROUSTABOUT" 
Starring  
ELVIS PRESLEY 
"BUCCANEER"  
United
 Artists Theater 
263 
South  lot
  
293-1953
 
Green Bay Packers 
at Chicago Bears 
COBBIES*
 
by 
Red Cross
 
Sleek 
and  Smart 
331i0OM'S
 
!PINE  
SHOES
 
 135 South First,
 Downtown 
 Valley
 Fair
 Shopping Center 
 1325 
Lincoln
 Ace., Willow Glen 
Contest
 
Rules:  
I. 
Only currently 
enrolled San 
Jose  
State College
 students may 
enter. 
2. Students 
are limited to 
ONE  entry 
per person. 
3. All entries 
become the property
 of 
the SPARTAN DAILY. 
4. The SPARTAN 
DAILY  and/or San 
Jose State College is not 
respon
 
sible for any entries that are lost 
or 
stolen. 
5. An entry must 
be filled out com-
pletely with no erasures in order to 
be considered
 by the judges. 
6. In the event that two or more entries 
have  the same number of correct 
selections, the contestant who 
comes closest to the special tie-
breaker question
 will be the winner. 
7. All complimentary flight passes
 
awarded 
on
 Pacific Southwest Air-
lines 
expire
 on July I, 
1965. 
8. 
The SPARTAN DAILY reserves 
the  
right to 
correct errors, to extend 
deadlines and to make necessary 
additions or 
corrections  to these 
rules. 
9. Persons so designated by the SPAR-
TAN DAILY
 shall constitute the 
panel of judges. Their decisions 
shall be final regarding both deter-
mination 
of winners for 
awarding  of 
prizes and for deciding on disquali-
fication for any reason whether 
through entry faults or evidences 
of collusion or any 
other inelig-
ibility.  
10. Entry submission signifies entrant's 
acceptance of all
 contest rules and 
of ilie judges' decisions. 
COOK
 
BOOKS*
 
Al:
 
Shapes  and 
Sizes 
OPEN  
TONITE
 
ALWAYS PLENTY
 
'TIL 9 
OF FREE PARKING 
1N71J 
STORE 
330  South
 10th 
Pittsburgh  
Steelers  at 
Washington  
Redskins 
Spartan
 
Grid
 
Picks
 
Entry  
Blank
  Entry
 Blank
  Entry
 Blank 
 Entry
 Blank 
I Lime: 
Address: 
Phone:
 
City:
 
A.S.B.
 Card 
No. 
Tie
-Breaker 
Question
 
How 
many  total net 
yards  
will SF 49ers 
gain  rushing 
and 
passing  against 
the 
Rams 
this Sunday? 
  Yards 
ADVERTISER 
Merchandise Special 
MARK ONE OF THREE
 BOXES 
Spartan 
Bookstore
 
Mississippi
 St. 
Mississippi
 
Hawaii
 
PSA 
Colorado
 St. 
Cal 
Bookstore  
L.A. Rams 
_ 
S.F.
 49ers
 
Armstrong
 Pharm.
 New 
York Jets
 
S.
 D. Chargers
 
Roos/Atkins
 
Buffalo Bills 
Oak.
 Raiders 
House of 
Records  
Boston
 Patriots
 
K.
 C. Chiefs 
Vaughn's 
Detroit 
Lions 
Baltimore  Colts 
Cugginos'
 
Minn.  
Vikings
 N.Y. 
Giants  
_ 
Silva Service 
Clev.  
Browns 
St. Louis Cards 
Robert's 
Bookstore 
Pittsb.
 Steelers
 
Wash.  
Redskins
 
Hudson's  
Phila.  
Eagles  
Dallas Cowboys 
United
 Artists 
G. Bay Packers 
Chicago Bears
 
Puritan 
Oil 
Only 
Games 
Scheduled 
Bloom's 
Shoes  
Only 
Games  
Scheduled
 
Only 
Games  
Scheduled 
1 
